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WEATHER
Today:Partly Cl oudy
High 80, Low 69
Saturday: Partly Cloudy
High 82, Low 67
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Rules in iLab Cause Complications

BY JANEEN L. STRAUGHN
Contributing Writer

•

·The days of long lines at one of three
printing stations in the iLab are over.
Repaired last Friday, students are pleased
to know that all printers are now available
for use. However, many are now concerned
with other issues in the iLab such as a 30page per person printing limit and no cell
phone rule.
"If you have a 15-page research paper,
30 pages a day might not really be efficient
for printing out all the pages," said sophomore finance major Charde Kelly. "Now
we're going to have to actually have to read
the web pages instead of printing them out,
meaning longer lines in the iLab."

Director of User Support Services
Clinton Walker said the page limit has been
a rule for five years but is now being enforced
so that there will be shorter lines.
"We just put up a sign so that students
are more cognizant," Walker said. "When
we have four or five available printers, [students] don't waste as much [p~per] . People
print out things other than for class or business. If we allow people to print what they
want, there would be lines at the printers
and it would back people up." ·
Even though senior political science
major Trae Lewis agrees l:J.aving a printing
limit may be an inconvenience at times, he
believes that the new policy is necessary.
"I think it's good because people print
out so much paper so its saves," Lewsis said.

"The iLab should be used for immediate
school assignments, but it's not your personal office."
.
Adebola Ogunkoya, a junior finance
major, also feels the printing limit is necessary.
"I think it's a good idea because some
students just print whatever they want, so
it's going to reduce page waste," Ogunkoya
said. "I don't think anyone needs 30 pages a
day for a research project."
However, Walker said students can print
more than 30 pages if it is absolutely necessary. "We provide special printing services
for people who really need it, like for writing
a thesis or a class assignment," he said.
See iLAB, Campus A4

Marlene Hawthrone-Staff Photographer
All printers are currently available to use in the iLab, but stu- .
dents are now upset over cell phone and printing restriction~
strictly enforced this year.

Students
Unaware of
The Blue
Light System

Burr Gymnasium
Alive, Kicking and
Has ·a 'Pulse'
Department of Health, Human
Contributing Writer
Performance · · and
Leisure
Studies, were fully committed to
After a full year of recon- getting "The Pulse" to working
struction, the weight room in fully by the beginning of the fall
Burr Gymnasium had its grand semester.
opening Tuesday afternoon.
' "We were convinced 100
To the Intramural Sports percent that it was going to get
and Recreation Coordinator done before classes began,"
Dexter Harris, it was important Johnson said.
to build "The Pulse" in a place
According to Johnson, the
where students can use the key individuals who made "The
weight room and be involved in Pulse" possible were Vice Provost
other activities like basketball of Student Affairs Franklin
and volJeyball.
Chambers, Director of Armour
"The actual building time J. Blackburn Center Roberta
took maybe two to three months McLeod, Intramural Sports
with all the constructions and and Recreation Coordinator
putting in the air conditioning," Dexter Harris and the Assistant
Harris said. ~,.vhy not have a Director for Intramural Sports
place in the building where they and Recreation SamuelAmoakocan actually use it and get every- A~a.
thing that they need."
Other
key
individuals
The new weight room also are Associate Provost Alvin
gives students a place to work- Thornton,. Dean Donaldson of
out with top of the line exercise the College of Arts and Sciences,
equipment.
Burr Gymnasium Custodian
Despite the amount of time George Beasley and Assistant
it took to reconstruct the weight Equipment Manager George
room, Harris and Deborah K.
Johnson, an instructor in the
See BURR, Campus A4
BY JONATHAN DAVIS

BY AYESHA RASCOE
Hilltop Staff Writer

TI• Cloocbon-SWT l'holo~r

Newly renovated weight room " The Pulse" has upgraded workout equipment and offers trainers to assist students with the machines.

Campaign for
Howard passed
Halfway Mark

(

BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Jl><dan Colben·AS$L Phoco Ed11or

General Assembly Advisor Rasheem Rooke gives new and returning
UGSA members an overview Roberts Rules of Order.
'

General Assembly Begin Year
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

The General Assembly tackled a
full agenda during their first meeting of the year Wednesday evening
in the Blackburn Center.
Plans for Special Elections were
made, Robert's Rules of Order were

INSIDE
* Campus, A2-A5
* Graduate, A6
* Nation & World, A8-A9
*Sports, Bl-B2
*Life & Style, B4-B6
*Editorials & Perspec~ive, B8-B9

studied, and after much debate, the
$146,500 Howard UniversityStudent
Association budget was approved. In
addition, Ghanges were implemented for the year, such as the HUSA
president no longer serving as chair
for the General Assembly, and representatives informed the attendees
See ASSEMBLY,
Campus A4
•

The Campaign for Howard
has raised over half of its $250
million goal in the two years
since its original introduction
as a fundraising project for the
improvement of the campus and
its facilities.
According to Virgil Ecton, vice
president of Howard University
advancement, the campaign has
generated a total of $161.2 million in cash and commitment so
far. The biggest donations have
been from corporations, totaling
$57·7 million. Then there are the
alumni, who contributed a total
of $53 million.
"Among the major gifts of the
year were a Microsoft in-kind gift
valued at $19.5 million, $4 million from Ebony-Jet publisher,
John H. Johnson, to the School
of Communications and a $'3.1

See SYSTEM, Campus A4

million grant from the Ewing
Marion Kauffman Foundation of
Kansas City," Ecton said.
The contributions of the
community at large demonstrate
the public's knowledge of the
campaign. However, a majority
of students are unaware of the
campaign, and its purpose.
"More advertising for ~
campaign [would be helpful]
because a lot of students don't
know about it," said Sonia
Summers, a sophomore broadcast
journalism major. "If we don't
know about it and we're on the
campus, how can the con1munity
and the alumni know about it? I
know that [the information] is on
the website, but all the alumni
don't look at the website and neither does the community."
Students who do know about
the campaign feel that, overall,
See HOWARD, Campus A4

Find out how students are finding
parking...

Find out who
got arrested during the Sudanese
protest...

Campus... A2

Nation & World... A7
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JUMP: Blue Light System in need of repair
The tall gray poles with orange boxes and blue
lights set up around campus are not for decoration.
They are a part of the University's campus security
measure called the Blue Light Systen1 which many
students do not know exists.
According to the Crime Awareness and Campus
Security 2001 Annual Report, the Blue Light System
is "an interactive voice communication system" that
allows emergencies on campus to be reported to
· Campus Police. If an emergency should occur on
campus, people are instructed to press the black
button on the orange call box at one of the 120 Blue
Light stations to speak with a security officer. Once
activated, the caller's location is transmitted to the
campus police department dispatch center.
The Blue Light System is found at colleges and
universities nationwide but some Howard students
complain that the system is not well-publicized and
question whether many of the call boxes work at
all.
Senior psychology Jllajor Zurii Conroy, who was
unaware of the system, feels that more could be
done to promote it.
"I do not think enough people know about it,"
Conroy said. "I think the campus police should have
a safety week or at least literature so people know
[the Blue Light System] exists."
Evette Lang does not think the system would be
useful in an emergency.
"How much sense does it make to be fleeing
fro1n an attacker and having to wait at a call box
until help comes," said Lang, a French major. "I am

=
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11a Cood<on·Stalf Photo~raphtr

Interim Police Chief Lawrence Thomas said the
Blue Light System will be repaired after four ·
posts were found defective when tested.

How do you get
tickets to the
Bison games?
See more...

Life & Style...B 1
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;)1(ws
ll'it/1 th<• addition off/I(•
weight room, a11d re11ol't1tio11

of t/1e P1111ch Out. do yo11 feel
like Howard's spe11di11g its
budget wisely?

Danitra Greer
Senior
Pre-Physical Therapy
" Yes, because it
provides s1 udcnt
resources that we' vc
needed for a long tin1c."
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Students Remain on the Hunt for Housing
BY VERONICA JORDAN
Contributing Writer

Every year, students frantically
swarm the Office of Residence Life in
search of housing.
While many early housing applicants
are given first priority for rooms and
freshmen are guaranteed housing, many
students are dissatisfied with their living
arrangements, or lack thereof.
Sophomore English major, Ito
Osaigboro, said that although she was
granted housing, she was unable to move
in right away. She also claims she was not
informed of the specified date and time
for students to move into their dorms.
"Because I was not told that I had to
move in my dorm room before 4 p.m., I
wound up staying at my sister's dorm,"
Osaigboro said. "Fortunately, she attends
Howard because I would have had nc
other place to stay. Also, because of the
bad conditions of my room, I had to wait
three days before I could move. Needless
to say, I did not feel at home."
Grant Holland, a freshman biology
major, believes that everyone should be
prepared for anything to happen during
the first few weeks of visiting residence
life.
"I did not want to go through the
hassle of living in dorms because of their
condition," Holland said. " So I decided

to refer to the off-campus housing list
instead."
Returning students interested in oncampus housing must pay a $200 deposit during the RSVP period in the second
semester of each year. Students who do
not pay their deposit on time inust sign
their names to a waiting list in the Office
of Residence Life.
On the other hand, freshmen are
encouraged by the University to live on
campus their first year if space is available. Because of this encouragement by
the University, some upperclassmen feel
that their housing needs are in jeopardy
for the remainder of their enrollment.
· "This is the second time that this has
happened to me because I did not pay my
deposit on time,~ said sophon1ore busi
ness major Kandace Washington. "There
is nothing that I can do but weigh my
~1a)a G1ll1.tm-Scn1or Pho<o &htor
options for off-campus housing."
Many students are unhappy with their housing accommodations, or lack thereShannon Carter, a senior English of, as a result of high demand and limited availability for dorms.
major, said that she was told just a week
before school began that she was not cho- females and males who attend Howard, pus, which may be more accommodating
residence life is looking to propose new to their needs if they are on the waiting
sen for housing.
"That meant that I only had one week male dorms. However, the date for begin- list or have not been granted housing.
"We do our best to take care of stuto search for somewhere to live," Ca1ter ning and completion are unknown.
Charles Gibbs, dean of the Office of dents," Gibbs said. "There is a housing
said. "Fortunately, I have family who live
in the area so I had a back up plan, but Residence Life, said that there is no n1ore fair eveo year,
raffle, RSVP and off-can1pus housing
housing available but students should
I am still on the waiting list for housing.
New dormitories are in planning to stop by the office after validation period. lists which are posted each month online
better accom1nodate students' housing He urges students to manage their time and in the office. I advise that students
needs. Because of the 70-30 ratio between wisely as far as finding housing off cam- take advantage of these options."

Lack of Parking Leaves Students Disappointed
BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Katrina Peters
Junior
radio-tv-film
"The Punch Out looks
cool, but for dieters
and vegans there's not
enough ntfcred. it's
still mostly burgers and
fries. The} sp1.:nt the
budget wisely and \Vere
more considerate this
year. The weight roon1
is nice too but I live in
Meridian and it's a hike
to get there \vhen I get
out of class during the
evenings. "

-

After the results of the 2004-2005
parking lottery were posted online last
spring semester, many students were
disappointed to be left without a space
to park their cars on campus.
While students who were fortunate
enough to win spots were picking up their
parking permits in Blackburn Center,
others were visiting the Office of Parking
and Shuttle Operations in the basement
of the administration building to find out
how to obtain any unclaimed passes left
after the Aug. 31st pick-up deadline.
To avoid receiving tickets on the
streets and in the lots surrounding
campus, however, some haYe opted to
take their cars back to their respective
hor.1es.
"If I don't get parking, then I will take
my car back home to New York because
the parking tickets are really expensive
here," said Dafne Demosthenes, a junior
allied health sciences major. "I heard
they will start ticketing cars [Sept. 1] and
that you can park anywhere at night, but
I would have to move my car early in the
morning before the registered cars come
I would rather have an actual parking
space though."
An alternative for students who do
not have on-campus parking is to obtain
parking permits issued by the District,

I

Finding a parking space around Howard is a hastle. Starting Monday, students
who did not receive parking permits can buy leftover permits on a first come,
first serve basis
which allows parking on city streets for a cally here get their parking permits while
set fee without using meters.
people who have cars and no parking are
··1 will probably end up applying for struggling to find spaces on the street."
the city pass because I didn't get parkOther students ,,;11 nttempt to bu)
ing," said Tara Paige, a junior legal con1- parking permits from their peers.
munications major.
"I'm going to find out if there is any"It's unfair because they are letting one willing to sell their permit," senior
people who don't have their cars physi- marketing major Aaron Davis said. "If

Overcrowded Classes
a Safety Concern for
Students, Faculty

Shawn Perry
Sophomore
Engineering
"No, we could never
be spending our money
wisely. There's still too
many long lines in the
Punch Out.'

BY LEDORA ANDERSON
Contributing Writer

fi.l G(•-.1'4.m Staff Phocllitr11ph('r
4

Students suggest that more teachers would reduce the yearly problem of
overcrowded classrooms.

Sean Eustache
Senior
Teleco1n1nunications/
Management
"I think it's a big
improvement, they' re
spending it wisely,
but they could do
son1ething nlore, like
getting 1nore housing
for students and making
books cheaper."

not, then I will end up taking my car
home to New J ersey or leave it at n1y
aunt's house, which is close to campus."
The staff in the Office of Parking and
Shuttle Operations are equally frustrated
about the lack of parking spaces available.
Director of Parking Alphonzo Horton
could not be reached for comment, but
according to students who work in the
office, the high volume of problems they
deal with from students, staff and faculty
make it one of the most hectic offices on
campus.
For students living in the Howard
Plaza Towers, a total of 200 spaces in
the underground parking lots under
each building were available to students
in a lottery that was held on Aug. 25.
Residents of other dorms around campus are forced to park on the city streets
and avoid receiving tickets distributed by
parking enforcement.
"Most of the tickets I have been
giving are at the Howard Center and
Bethune lots," said one parking enforcement officer. "People need to park on the
main streets to avoid getting tickets."
Parking policies will be enforced
starting Sept. 1 in the lots around campus. Any parking permits left over after
the Aug. 31 deadline will be given out on a
first come, first serve basis on Bisonweb,
starting the first full week of September.

Many students think it is bad enough
that most of the classrooms at Howard
University do not have the simple amenity
of air conditioning; even more unbearable
for students, however, is when chairs are
placed only millin1eters apart because ot
classroom overcrowding.
Congested classrooms are nothing
new to Howard, as it has been a problem
in past semesters and continues to plague
students and teachers alike. Hoping to
find a solution to the dilemma, students
question what the administration is doing

to alleviate the problem.
"I think the University should offer
more classes, and have more teachers
teach those classes at more reasonable
times," said Divai Brown, a junior political science major.
Sophomore biology major, Jennifer
Coffman, also suggests that there should
be a greater number of classes available,
but feels it is up to teachers to add more
classes.
"I think the reason Howard doesn't
have as many classes as we need is
because they don't have enough teachers
See CLASS, Campus A4

University Forills Student Life Peer Mentoring PrograID
acclimated to student life at the Mecca,"
said Kurt Robinson, the graduate assisContributing Writer
tant within the office.
For students who may be looking
"The peer mentoring program is
for something new, exciting and reward- organized under the partnership of
ing to become a part of on Howard's Student Life and Activities, Counseling
campus, the Office of Student Life and Services and Programs, Career Services,
Activities has got just the opportunity you Residence Lifeand the Center ofAcademic
desire: the Student Life Peer Mentoring Reinforcement (CAR). Presently, there
Program.
are at least 20 mentors from various cul"The vision of the peer mentor- tures and ethnic groups who are trained
ing program is to allow freshmen and in various disciplines."
transfer students to experience a smooth
Already making an impact on stutransition under the didactic guidance of dents, some former mentees are now givupperclassmen who have already been ing back through the mentoring program.
BY JAHDAI LOCKSLEY DAWES I

Christetta Stone, the director of the program, was inspired to participate through
recalling the help she received from her
mentors when she was a freshman.
"When I first came to Howard, I had
a difficult time adjusting, but I had two
mentors," said Stone, a senior English
major. "Other programs in various
schools have helped students as well.
..The School of Business has provided
the ideal avenue for any incoming student
to flourish," said Rory Scott, a business
and information systems junior and former team leader president in the School
of Business said. "During my freshman

year, one of my mentors served as my
School of Business role model, providing leadership and a guiding light in the
social and academic maze of Howard."
"I'm sure that with the program,
whatever you put into the program will
be reciprocated by your mentor. A friend
of mine was in the program and he said
it helped."
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Application to save money on furnishing
your college crib
SVE02234658-04 Form Approved by IKEA/ www.ikeafinancialaid.com

WARNING: Any person who knowingly does not use IKEA to furnish their dorm room is subject lo
high prices or really bad milk crate and cinder block furniture.

IKEA COLLEGE PARK 10100 Baltimore Ave (301) 345-6552
Mon-Fri: 10am-9pm, Sat 9am-9pm, Sun 10am-8pm
IKEA WOODBRIDGE Potomac Mills Moll (703) 494-4532
Mon-Fri· lOaM-9 30prn, Sot 9am-9 30pm, Sun 10am-8pm
'
IKEA BALTIMORE White Mo•~h Mall (410) 931-5400
Mon -fri lOam 9pm, Sot 9am 9pm Sun 10om-8pm

PLEASE PRINT "JtATLY OR lYPt COMPARE PRICES CARffUllY

APPLICANT

(to be completed by furniture-less student)

Last name:
Sex:

MALE

I

First name:
FEMALE

Expected graduat.ion date:

Age:

Ml:
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Dorm room:

sq/ft

Window:

YES

NO

(circle one) 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Price of typical
furniture

FURNITURE

IKEA price

YOU SAVE

Lounging/Entertaining

C
C
C

1. Did you choose this school based on an advantageous male to female ratio?
2. Does your school rank in the "party school" top ten?
3. Do you like experimenting with new things?

YES
YES
YES

' NO

: No
~ NO

$466.63

1

$ 99
KL 'PAr-i sofa

If you answered YES on the previous questions, see below:
If you answered NO, you might need a change of scenery, see below:

-----

..

$114.99

$4.99

2

MORKER lamp

---~-

2

$46.63

3

$ 9.99

3

KIMME chair

$31.65

$3.99

4

GRANAT cushion
(each)

$71.98

~

$4.99

5

MARIENTA RUTA
RAG rug

5

[6 ,

$369 ".>3

$59

6

RO IN drawers

j
I

Cramming

[ I YES

1. Does studying cut into your talking-to-people time?
'

2. Do you practice a discriminating highlighting technique?
3. Do you heart studying?

[ : NO
~Y ES
NO
YES
NO

If you answered YES to the questions above, see below:
If you answered NO, for your parents sake, see below:

$206.33

1

$29.99
KRISTER desk

$146.31

2

$29.99
KILBY bookcase

I

1

2

3

4

$149 66

3

$29.99

TRAKTOR stool

$26.98

4

$9.99
PYRE storage

Total savings
Enter to win an IKEA $1000 Furniture Scholarship
Fill out the scholarship application at ikeafinancialaid.com, print it out and bring it to the store. Don't be
surprised if you win furniture that will dress up your dorm for as long as your expected graduation date.
For a better life at college, visit

IKEAnomics

ikeafinancialaid.com

Cool furniture costs you less money, thereby leaving you with excess cash (Cheddar, coke, c.r.e.o.m., dead
presidents, etc.). More cash that you con spend on on ice cream float with friends. And some pizza. And
chicken wings. And a burrito as big as your head. After that you can go lie down on some of that cool furniture
that saved you all that money.

Promissory Note
Promise to save: I promise to save money by going to the nearest IKEA store to buy my furniture. All savings
under the terms of this Note, plus any other savings that may occur with IKEA merchandise not mentioned on
this Note may increase my ability to do things other than sit in my dorm and stare at the (windowless) wall.
IKEA furnishings may provide leftover money for a trip to the movies or the obligatory college tattoo. Failure
to shop at IKEA stores may reduce frequency of these or similar extracurricular activities . I understand that
I may cancel or reduce the size of the savings I receive at any time, by choosing not to go to IKEA stores.

DO NOT WRITE. OFFICE USE ONLY.

My signature certifies that I have read, understood and agreed that IKEA stores ore my best bet for saving
money on college crib furnishings.

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

~I

Signature of Financially Educated Student

Dote (MM/DD/YY)

Seo store for official rules. No purchase necessary for entry. While supplies lost Some products require ossembly
©Inter IKEA Systems 8 V 2004. Visit us online al www.ikeolinoncioloid.com

OWNER'S COPY
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Volunteerism Encouraged Among Howard Students
BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Community-based volunteering is
on th rise nong the nation's college
students and Howard Universily students renect this trend.
According to Nyla Lyons, assistant
director of student leadership development and community service, an estimated 1/10 of the student body completed community service last school
year.
Some, however, believe that
Howard students could be more active
in the surrounding community.
··r thin I [volunteering] is very
important, it should be a required part
of the currict.lum," said Jason Johnson
a junior computer science major.
"People in this community need a

lot of help and it seems like nobody
cares.''
While some believe that the lack
of volunteerism is a result of apathetic students, others feel that volunteer
oppo1tunities and events are not l?romoted well enough.
"I think that there arc plentY of
opportunities made known to Howard
students but I don't think they are
being thrust upon students," said senior
inforn1ation systems and analysis major
Marc Elliot.
New students, especially freshmen,
are intereste~ in giving back but say
they are unaware of the community
service opportunities available.
"I would Jove to get involyed with
volunteering because I didn't have a
mentor or tutor to help me when I was
that age," said Inem Ekpo, a freshman

pre-pharmacy major. "But I have only
seen one sign about tutoring school-age
kids."
In an effort to emphasize the
importance of volunteering, the Office
of Student Activities will sponsor a fair
featuring the various community service organizations on campus on Sept
22.

The office also maintains an online
database of possible volunteer sites
most compatible with students, with
House of Ruth and Bread for the City
being the most popular student-volunteer choices. Furthermore, the office
records the service hours that students
complete so they are available when
applying for scholarships or requesting
recommendation letters.
"Howard students have alwavs volunteered but the problem was the hours

were never recorded,., said Lyons. "So
many people have been volunteering
but they weren't recognized..,
National service organizations such
as Red Cross, Circle K and America's
Promise have chapters on cami-t.Js and
are looking for n1ore volunteers.
Other community service projects
are sponsored on an individual basis
by campus organizations including the
Howard University Student Association,
the student councils of each school and
various fraternities and sororities.
"The purpose of our fraternity is
to serve people and to aid people in
need," said Johnson who is a member
of the service based fraternity Alpha Phi
Omega. "We're having our rush week
soon. Even if they don't want to join, I
encourage them to come and find out
about the organization. We are doing a

Jot of big things in the community."
The office of Volunteer and
'
Community Service 1naintains its database of community service sites on the
Howard University website (www.howard.edu) under Student Activities. In
addition, other organizations advertise
their me1nhership drives as well as their
community service activities.
Besides giving back to the community, there are added benefits to volunteering that many students do not
consider.
"My volunteer experiences during
ID) time here have given :ne the chance
to get away from campus and classes
for a while and I also accomplished
something ~ood," said Elliott.

Students Upset Over iLab Rules Security System in Need of Repair
iLAB, from Campus A 1

In addition to having complaints about the page limit,
some students also find the no
cell phone rule bothersome.
"Cell phones are good to
have in emergency situations,"
said junior broadcast journalism
major Garrett Sims. "They're
also good to have when doing
group projects or assignments
and you need to get in contact
with someone."

Seniorelectrical engineering
major Byron Graha1n agrees.
"Personally, I think its stupid," Graham said. "Though it
can be disturbing to hear when
students are working, you may
have an emergency or you may
be trying to contact someone
you're supposed to be meeting."
Walker explained that the
no cell phone rule enforcement
is a result of students' complaints and said that students

are allowed to keep their cell
phones on vibrate and use them
in the lobby area.
''People complained about
how loud people were talking,"
Walker said. "Not only that, but
cell phones interfere with the
computers. Our policy is consistent with library policit!s."

'The Pulse' Brings Life to HU
BURR, from Campus A 1

\Valker.
"Dr. Chambers was huge
throughout this whole process
in making sure that everything
was taken care of and that we
got evel)thing that we needed,"
said Harris.
The new workout room
has a c'\ble crossover for triceps extensions, a loaded squat
machine, leg pres..,, . full set of
dumbbells and weight benches.
In addition, a freedom trainer is
also available to assist student
athletes through injury rehabilitation as well as four trainers to
instruct students on the proper
use of the machines.
"For the most part, these
1nachines are
the same
machine ; we had before, they're
just upgr ·1ded from what we had
bef1. rto," la ris sf id.
The weight room will be
open from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. on
days not yet decided on and
open for the non-athletes, staff
and the Howard community
from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
"The Pulse" will also have a

that General Assembly legislation and attendance can now be
viewed on the HUSA website.
"You are here to represent
students," said Monique Jones,
HUSA recording secretary,
to graduate and undergradu
att> repreSl'ntatives. "So the}
should be able to look at the
san1e things you do and know
the decisions you make."
With a history of concerns
with order, including last year's
general election proceedings,
the assembly received a help
guide to Robert's Rule of Order.
Acting Associate Director of
the Office of Student Activities
and General Assembly adviser
RashePn1 An1eid Rooke stressed
the importance of the assembly's
understanding of the system.
"Representatives who say
in your meetings, 'well, who
is Robert?' are the ones you
need to kick out of the meeting," Rooke said. "Because they
do not know the fra1nework of

I·

them worked. Interim Campus
Police Chief Lawrence Thomas
not sure ifthe system was work- said the call boxes are tested
ing properly last year."
periodically, but in response to
Lang mentioned that she student concerns, he will take
•
•
has heard campus police trans- action.
missions from various call boxes
"I will order a test and I
around campus.
will get with Physical Facilities
Campus police officer Management,·· Thomas said.
Sergeant James Forte explained Physical Facilities Management
that once one call box is turned is in charge of call box mainteon they are all turned on. nance.
Therefore, whatever is said on
The issue of the system's
one call can be heard from all adequacy was debated during
the call boxes on campus. He the Howard University Student
also said that
Association (HUSA) election
during his tenure, he can campaign last year. Improving
only remember one or two times the system, however, is not a
where an actual emergency was part of current administration's
reported through the Blue Light platform.
System.
"Personall), as a wo1nan, I
Student concerns about the do not think ifs the most effecworking condition of the call tive [security measure],·· said
boxes are not entirely unfound- HUSA vice president Freda
ed. Upon investigation, four Henry. Henry said she and
prominent call boxes on cam- HUSA president Conrad \Voody
pus were tested and none of are working with the Security

Advisory committee on other
strategies to keep campus safe.
''Instead of putting money
into [the Blue Light System],
HUSA feels the University
should put the money into other
efforts," Hen1y said.
Though some students criticize the Blue Light System, others are in favor of it. Lily Doxy,
a sophomore history major,
was unsure of whether students
actually utilized the system but
felt that the presence of call
boxes on campus was a plus.
"I don't think people use
them, but [since the system] is
there, it is good if something
were to happen," Doxy said.
i ·orte also feels positively
about the system
"I think it's done wonders.
It gives us faster access to the
street. \Ve would like [the system] to be used for emergencies. Emergencies to [campus
police] are life or limb."

Campaign Needs Better Publicity
HOWARD, from Campus A 1

ria Gc.'IOl.l<;0n-StaU

Phot~r~phcr

Students enjoy upgraded workout equipment at Howard
University's new weight room In Burr Gymnasium.

number of rules and regulations
such as no food or drink in the
weight roon1. The du1nbbells
must be signed out and a _monitor will be placed at the door to
make sure everyone has towels.
Johnson and Harris are very
pleased with the new design
of "The Pulse" and hope that
this improved weight room will

be a tre1nendous benefit to the
Howard University students,
the student athletes and the
community.
"I'm extremely excited,"
Harris said. "It's been a long
time coming. It lets the students
know that we care about their
health. We want you guys to be
healthy."

Students Active in Assembly
ASSEMBLY, from CampusA1

SYSTEM, from Campus A 1

Robert's Rules of Order, so they
do not know how to effectively
vote."
With the majority of HUSA
funds. being provided by students, many were curious to
see how their dollars would be
spent.
"I think HUSA deserves the
budget and have allocated the
funds well," said J amaul Wells,
a junior graphic design major.
"Today was very productive.
Lola [Ololade Fawole, General
Assembly chair] did a great
job helping everything move
along."
School of Business President
Darren Harris proposed to hold
the school's freshmen elections
within the school, not through
special elections, which created
discrepancies within the constitutions of the various schools.
Daniel Blakemore, College
of Arts and Sciences representative and 2003-2004 HUSA
president, feels the meeting
went well overall.
'"This meeting was a little

more organized," Blakemore
said. "To all representatives, I
would say being present and on
time will make the difference
this year."
Although the majority of
attendees were affiliated with
student government, other
students came out to learn the
workings of General Assembly
at Howard and witness their
elected officials in action.
"I came because I want to
get more involved in the HU
community," said Lisa Burnam,
a sophomore African-American
studies major. "I eventually plan
to run for General Assembly
representative or maybe even
HUSA president. Now is the
time for me to learn th~ ropes. I
wanted a better understanding
of the relationship of H USA and
the General Asse1nbly. In order
for there to be change, you must
be proactive."

Check out the new and improved
Hilltop Online at
www.hilltoponline.com

While not every student Annex 1 and Annex II, and comknows about the efforts out- pared to the business school and
it has been an effective venture lined in the ca1npaign, most the School of C, ours is like the
thus far, and have ideas about have ideas for how the money worst one," said Justin Gilliam,
how the campaign could be even should be spent, especially in a freshman physician assistant
more successful.
the schools where they spend major. "It's an old building and
"I believe that the campaign the most time.
it's rundown. I'm scared to get
for Howard has been very effec"Personally, I think Fine on the elevator son1etimes."
tive because we clearly have Arts [needs the most improveThe campaign was launched
raised $160 million so far," said ment]," said sophomore politi- on March 9, 2002, in comn1emKenneth White, a junior adver- cal science major Natasha Boles. oration of the 135 anniversary
tising major. "Even though the 'Tm in the band and it''> sad to of the University's founding.
campaign has been going on for say that my high school band In addition to raising the $250
a few years, I think the alumni room is bigger than the college million in a fi,·e-year period,
give-back rate is a problem. I band roon1. We have over 200 another goal of the can1paign is
think a lot of alumni take pride s tudents cramn1ed in a room fit to build stronger strategic partin graduating from Howard for 60. That needs lo be fixed."
nerships with corporations and
University, but their pride s tops
Besides the aesthetic ben- foundations. ~lore information
at their checkbook. If they efits of unproved facilities on is available at Howard's webwould give back to the school campus, some students have site, www.howard.edu.
then our school would be even complaints about safety issues.
better."
"I spend a lot of Lime in

Big Class Sizes a Safety Concern
CLASS,from Campus A2

willing to instruct during the
desired times," Coffman said.
Last year, the School of
Communications sent out a survey to its students asking what
classes required more sections.
"Lack of resources is the
main reason for the shortage
in class availability," said David
Woods, the associate dean for
the School of Communications.
"Each department chair is
doing what he/she can with the
resources and space available.
We're trying to find the balance
between a reasonable student/
teacher ratio and the real needs
of students, especially graduating seniors."
It also seems that an
.....
increasing number of teach- Overcrowded classrooms draws many safety cocerns due to
ers are refusing to give over- fire hazard.
rides to students looking to get
into a particular class. Selwyn as well as for safety reasons. ity for concerned professors like
Carrington, a professor of his- The Department of History had J eanne Toungara, a professor in
tory, says he does not mind hav- a class ceiling of 35 students, the Department of History.
but because of the size of the
"Overcrowding is a problem
ing full classes.
"I do not object to teaching a classrooms, they had to reduce because I am concerned about
large number of students, but in that number. But administra- the safety of my students,"
a small classroom the environ- tion did not respect that and has Toungara said. "The learning
ment becomes uncomfortable," now increased class rosters to environment is con1promised
by the proximity of the chairs."
he said. "That is the reason 40 plus students."
Students'
safety
is
a
priormost teachers refuse overrides,
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Howard Becomes a Doctoral/ ''HU Has Our Back''
Research University

Director Courtney Watson, the department has a
Contributing Writer
specialized team dedicated solely to the issues of
graduate and professional students.
The Graduate Student Assembly (GSA) proIt all begins with Franklin Chambers, vice provost for Student Affairs at Howard University. In vides a forum for graduate students to gather
essence, his depart1nent handles all non-academic and discuss pertinent issues. Composed of vice
matters as they relate to students. The mission of presidLnts and GSA representatives from every
his department is to " provide, fron1 orientation graduate or professional student council, the body
through graduation, an exceptional co-curricular also provides a social connection between graduexperience, supportive of the academic prograin ate and professional Students.
Finally, the individuals most directly responand reflective of our [Howard University's] c,ore
values of truth, excellence, leadership and ser- sible for the care of graduate and professional
students are the individual student councils. Each
vice."
All student government organizations and the school or college has its own student council that
Howard University Student Association (HUSA) is responsible for acting as the voice of its students. These individuals are responsible for mainare under the watchful eye of Chamber's office.
Next we have Howard University Student taining relationships with the Office of Student
Association (HUSA). Led by President Conrad Activities, the Graduate Student Assembly and
Woody and Vice President Freda Henry, this body HUSA. In most cases these individuals receive
has the huge task of representing all students at a monetary stipend to serve as student leaders.
Howard University. The "Redefini tion" adminis- Therefore, it is not only their choice to serve but
tration has made a commitment to both graduate also their obligation. These stipends are paid by
and undergraduate students to provide excellence graduate and professional students in the form
in student leadership. According to Woody, " of the Student Activities fee paid with tuition.
Graduate Students should know that they always Each of the following schools are represented by
have a home at HUSA." He further encourages their own student council: the Graduate School,
graduate and professional students to "hold their the College of Medicine, the School of Law, the
student councils accountable for the jobs they have College of Dentistry, the School of Divinity, the
been asked and oftentimes paid to do." Finally, he College of Pharmacy, Nursing and Allied Health
challenges graduate and professional students to Sciences and the School of Business.
Graduate and professional students have sevbe proactive.
The Department of Student Advocacy is a eral forums where their views can be expressed.
subdivision of HUSA. This department's sole It is up to us to make sure that graduate students
purpose is to handle grievances brought forth utilize these resources so that our voices do not go
by students at Howard. Under the leadership of unheard.
KAMARIA BROWN

BY KENNETH E. MAXEY II
Hilltop Staff writer

Howard University is has
joined the rankings as a doctoral/research university-extensive,
a status given to institutions that
offer a wide range of baccalaureate programs
and award at
least 50 doctoral degrees
in 15 or more
disciplines.
Local schools
that
share
in this ranking are the
University
of Maryland
College
Park
and
Georgetown,
Catholic,
American,
and George
Washington
Universities.
Many
students
have
chosen Howard
because of
this ranking
and
more
research
facilities
available to
them.

A

ignation as doctoral/research
university-extensive.
Howard University surpasses the minimum requirements to
becon1e a doctoral/research university-extensive by producing at
least 90 Ph.D.s through over 40
disciplines. Speaking to the fact
that no other historically black

s

part of the
Campaign
for
IIowa rd,
Universit) President H. Patrick
Swygert and others such as the
Vice President of University
Advancement Virgil E. Ecton,
plan to generate $150 million of
the $250 million needed to support new facilities for learning
and research.
Ecton believes, "We are not
just a HBCU, we are a university that is a leader among the
top universities in the nation."
According to Ecton, "Without
accolades such as the doctoral/
research classification, many
opportunities would not be possible. But because of it we can
say to our friends, family and
our perspective donors of the
Howard community that HU is
worthy of being supported."
Since 1988, the Carnegie
Foundation for the .\dvancement
of Teaching has categorized
Howard as one of the most
prestigious research universities in the United States, first
as a research one university and
most recently, in its revived des-

college and university (HBCU)
can lay claim to this classification, the dean of the Graduate
School and vice provost of
research at Howard University,
Orlando Taylor, e>.-plains the
significance by affirming, "We
are not competing with HBCUs,
we are competing With institutions that have been noted as the
top research universities such as
Harvard and Yale.··
Without question, Howard
has been very adamant about
not just being the best HBCU but
also, more importantly, striving
to be a leader of all universities
in research and scholarship for
this nation.
Taylor continued by stating,
"As a doctoral/research universitv-extensive, one of the benellts is that scholars around the
world will recognize Howard as
being the center 01 lear'ling and
a place where new ideas can be
formed through an array of progressive theories."
"The classification and the

faculty arc vital to the future of
this university. The classification
not onl) attracts con1petitive
faculty that will aid our external
image, but it also provides an
added incentive for the faculty
currently here to continue their
cutting edge research and to
remain stewards of their discipline," Taylor
said.
T h e
Provost and
Chief
of
Academic
Affairs
Richard
English said,
"Unlike the
ranking
of
the US News
Report, this
classification
is not based
on
reputation as much
as it is based
on
production of doctorates and
money raised
for research.
Therefore,
the classification and the
continuance
of awarding
the an1ount of
Ph.D.s we do
will assist us
as an institution to continue to bring more attention
to the accomplishments being
done everyday at Howard...
Krista Blackwell, former
Graduate Student Assembly
Coordinator and graduating
Doctoral student said, "I would
not have decided to come to
Howard University to achieve
my Ph.D. if it were not for their
commitment to research and
to African Americans working
together for the con1mon goal of
leadership in their fields ."
She believes change is inevitable. "In my years here, Howard
has gone through different phases. The most impo1tant phase is
currently happening."
!\lost around the graduate
and professional student feel
if the classification has been
awarded and that there is a master plan such as the one laid out
in the strategic plan Swygert has
created then they are accepting
and inviting to any mechanism
that can provide opportunities
for Howard graduates.

Patient Confidentiality? What's That!
A Medical Perspective
BY TRICIA MOHAMMED
Contributing Writer

Howard University students
have mixed reactions about how
their privacy is being maintained at the student health
center. Judith Barrow, a junior
engineering major stated that
while some students seem to be
content with the service offered
at the health center, others are
disgruntled at the lack of privacy offered and any changes that
can be made will be a step in the
right direction stated.
Barrow expressed her disappointment that all the clinics are
merged at one counter, making
it truly uncomfortable when one
has to relay his/her signs and
symptoms in front of everyone.
"The staff is not very discrete. Having a larger waiting
room may deter people from
hearing as much of your information," commented A. Jay,
sophomore journalism major.
This opinion resonated with
other students such as Courtney
Battle, a student in the School 01
Communications, "If someone
wanted to intentionally eavesdrop then it would be too easy
to do so." However, Battle was
very pleased that the staff at the

health center implemented an
array of mandatory procedures
necessary for accessing one's
medical profile.
Nathalie Jules, a freshman
print journalism major also
expressed a desire to have the
clinics at separate locations,
and for the staff to be more discrete in seeking and repeating
information, but did commend
the staff on having good intentions in extending a caring hand.
Perhaps this opinion of having
compromised privacy at the student health center may warrant
interception by the necessary
parties."
The
Health
Insurance
Portability and Accountability
Act of i996, also known as
HIPAA is a privacy rule that was
set forth by national standards
in order to protect the medical
records and personal information of individuals. Federal law
gives rights to individual's medical information, and it also gives
jurisdiction over who can look
and receive health information.
\c• ·ording to the U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services Office for Civil
Rights, most doctors, nurses,
pharmacies, hospitals, clinics,
nursing homes, and many other

Holistic Therapy - Have You Tried It?
A Health Perspective
HOPE RHODES
Contributing Writer

Complementary and Alternative
Medicine" Dr. !\fare Micozzi
says, kDisruptions in the balance and flow of energy cause
illness, and the body's response
to energetic imbalance leads to
·
·
..

For son1e people of color,
the mention of holistic medicine
conjures ideas of people seated
with incense, legs folded, eyes
closed, chanting in some ind:e~--~
cipherable language. How
unbeknownst to many
us have indulged i
of holistic thera
in tin1e.
Consid' is, have you
taken a
1ent to pray b
Do you bathe
ite shower gel a
? How about indul
age therapy to relax?
e a daily regimen of vita
Have you ever popped
oothing jazz CD while sitrush hour traffic or while
·ng? If you answered yes tive niedicine. How ironic,
to a ast one of these questions, sidering that for many, praye1
then ·ou too have indulged in is the first mode of intervention
some pect of holistic therapy.
against health-related ailments,
H ·stic medicine, often not to mention other situations
referre to as complementary/ that might
ven,•helmalternati
medicine, is best ing stress.
· enables
defined a
medicinal practice empowerm
drawing
that consi
the balance of from the Ii
wer of a
body, mind
spirit in each supreme being.
individual.
LaToya Dobbs, a secondHolistic heali
year medical student stated
deeply planted in
ican. that earlier this year, after the
Chinese, and Aborigine
untimely death of her moth
tures. The body's energy. often
d to n1edit ·
referred to as ··cfti" (pronounced prayer o
energy
chee), is of significant impor- back together." Dobbs said, "[I
tance in holistic therapy. The would] awake one hour prior to
author of "Fundamentals of class and meditate on being in

.,..

a serene place. I would go to
the sam<' place evel) time. At
first, there would be nothing.
Then I would add things into the
scene, but never enough to cause
chaos. It helped me progress
and stay focused throughout the
I even noted a change in
des."
M;lton, co-author of
ryandAlternative
s music therapy
to promote
ce stress
ommon
·ed are
mber
'ders
the
uld
B
r-

aceutichanges
e risk of
ase and even
nts striving to
inds. even if we
, ctice forms of holistic
~· on a daily basis, let us
not forget the underlying theory
of holistic medicine - the importance of balance between mind,
body and spirit.

Attention all graduate school students ...
The Hilltop's newest
section is just for
you. Do want to be
heard? Come
to our budget meetings
every Tuesday
@?pm in
the West
Towers

health care providers, must follow this law. These members of
the health care team must protect any information put into the
medical records, maintain confidentialit) in conversations pertaining to the care or treatment
and safeguard information used
for billing and insurance purposes.
As consumers of the health
system, it would be beneficial to
take a proactive step in ensuring
that students' medical information is kept confidential. There
may be occasions in which a per•
sons' information
may be shared,
but this should be in extenuating circumstances. Additionally,
patients may request that information from their doctor's office
be sent to another location other
than home, and to view, copy,
and have corrections made to
the medical records.
Moreover, patients have a
right to receive reports on how
health information may be used
or shared, when and for what
purpose. If a person believes that
their rights haYc been infringed
upon or that their health privacy
is being violated, a complaint
can be filed with the insurance
provider, health insurer, or the
U.S. Government.
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Danny Glover Arrested in Protest Against Sudan Genocide
---:
I

Concerning the humanitar~
·an crisis, this is what is clear:
• 30.000 to 50,000 people
ave died.
• Roughly 1,000 people arq
ying daily.
• Without immediate action.
it's projected that some 200,00
o 350,000 people will loose thei1
lives from starvation and diseas
ithin nine months or so.
• Some
1.2
Dafurians have been displaced an
re living in wretched encamp
en ts.
• Young g1rb and women!
: c being raped in and around reful
ee camps.
'

Due to the humanitaria~
risis in Dafur, which has bee~·
arked by international appeals
d protest, the Internation~
mmunity has done the fol
owing:
• The UN Sccuriry Counci~
assed a resolution on July 30 givj
·ng Sudan 30 days in which to,
isarm the Janjaweed militia an
ring human rights violators to jus
• With the government
grcement, the African Union i
ow talking of sending a force o
,000 troops. including troops fro
igeria and Rwanda to Dafur t
versec a shaky ceasefire betwee
ovemment and rebels.
• England is thinking abou
joint civilian-military team
ccording to Foreign Sccrcla
ack Straw. who is going to Sudallj
oon.
I

Note: Keep !JOW' eyes open
or a coming speak out and
Ol'Um at 1-loward Uniuersi
n the crisis in the black com
unity and Dafur. If any stu
ent organizations and indi
iduals are interested in th
rospects of working with th
emetic based fraternitzJ an
orol'itzJ the Shemsu-1-Ier
nd Shemsut-Ast on the Sto
the Genocide Speak Out an
ally e-mail the organizatio
t http://info@shemsu-heru.
om.
Institutes
that
n African policy, in th
ashington, D.C. Metropolitj
ea are:
- - -

-

BY ADRIAN T. TAYLOR
Contributing Writer

What is not up for debate,
however, is the fact Sudan has
been ridden with the longest
civil war and conflict on the
continent of Africa.
The West"?rn Dafurian
region of Sudan is not exempt
from this political tragedy.
In Dafur, the problems
have been partly due to the
perceived political 1narginalization of ils citizens.
In protest against this
perceived
marginalization
perpetuated by the Sudanese
government of Khartoum,
the Sudan Liberation Army/

"The UN Security Council

Fauntroy reminded those

In a call to stop the genocide
in Dafur, Sudan, Chairman of the
Board ofTransAfrica Forum and
acclain1ed actor Danny Glover,
was arrested while participating in a protest at the Sudanese
Embassy in Washington, D.C.
last week.
Glover, known for his roles
in hit films "The Color Purple"
and "Lethal Weapon," was
arrested along side the leadership of some of the nation's most
accomplished African policy
organizations and global
justice advocates.
WWWCAIDADOYCO\l
Among them, Emira
Danny Glover has been an advocate for the Sudanese
Woods, co-director of
since the beginning of the crisis In Sudan. Despite
Foreign Policy in Focus,
his arrest, he says he will continue to help bring an
a project of the Institute
end to the crisis.
for Policy Studies; Sallah
Booker, executive director of Africa Action; Sylvta
Hill, TransAfrica board
will not act "vithout in attendance that Howard
member; and Bill Fletcher,
U.S. leadership," said University students played a
\...
president of TransAfrica
Salih Booker of Africa vital role in the Free South Africa
Forum.
w'~"c'' ·o" Action. "The Security Movement back in 1984.
The activities of the Thousands of children have died since the
Council continues to
"At Howard, along with
activists, and other indi- killings began in Sudan.
hesitate on Dafur." Stokely Carmichael (Kwame
viduals and organizaBooker blamed poli- Ture), a ready army of youth
tions are a part of a contics for the hesitancy of warriors lent their bodies and
scientious effort that has gone Movement (SLAM) and the both the United States and the time... [especially] for those
on since June 29, collectively Justice and Equality Moven1ent United Nations to get involved. who could not get here," said
known as the "Sudan Campaign: (JEM) turned to armed rebel- He said that the United States Faun troy.
A Coalition to Stop the lion. The Khartoum govern- is not involved "largely because
Jenkins adds, "We are one
Genocide, Slavery, Starvation, ment responded by apparently of the economic and diplomatic
of the few countries that have
and Religious Persecution."
backing militias known as the interests of its permanent mem- freedom of speech, we need
TheSudan Campaign is being Janjaweed, men on horseback. bers [in the United Nations] to exercise it on behalf of the
piloted by former Congressman The counter-insurgence of the who don't 'vish to antagonize
world, especially on behalf of
Rev. Walter Fauntroy, co- Sudanese government has not Khartoum."
Black people who don't."
marcher with Dr. Martin Luther only been lead against the SI.Af..1
Given the power and influMadison recalls the signifiKing Jr. and founding mem- and the JEM, it has also been ence of the United States, many cance of college students in ages
ber of the Congressional Black waged against the civilian popu- around the world are cautiously gone by when he says, ~college
Caucus, as well as talk show host lation of Dafur, whose popula- urging \Vashington to act.
students have always stood up
Joe Madison of radio station tion is overwhelmingly African
"This is a moment when the to injustice."
WOL-AM 1450. Since Aug. 29, women and children.
United States can use its politiEchoing Malcolm X postmembers of the campaign have
In the words of the United cal and military might for good, Nation of Islam, Fletcher's words
been staging a series of arrests Nations, it is clear that the disas- to save millions," said Booker.
are particularly instructive.
and protests in and around the ter of Dafur "is the world's worst
In a protest ofsome 100 mul'"The way Africans around
steps of the Sudanese Embassy humanitarian crisis."
ticultural participants, young the globe are treated has a direct
everyday at noon.
The United Nations, \cvith and old, there were little to no relationship on how we are
Protest leaders and activists the backing of Security Council Howard University students.
treated. Insofar as Africa is held
pledge that they will continue Members China and the United
The Sudan Campaign lead- in conten1pt, so are we."
"unless the Sudan govermnent States, has not stated whether ership asks, "\Vherc is Howard
Fletcher continued, "After
stops the genocide."
or not they would call the crisis University?"
Fauntroy,
a 9/11, we should all be clear that
The reasons for the conflict in Dafur genocide.
noted community advocate, foreign policy is not an abstracin Dafur vary.
Critics say it is this hesitan- Joe Madison, Bill Fletcher tion and has an impact on everyMedia reports have specu- cy to take action on the part of and Howard alumni Timothy
day life... therefore, what we do
lated that colonial, ethnic, reli- the United States that has dis- Jenkins from TransAfrica Forum
or do not do when it comes to
gious, oil-related, and political couraged other countries from provided instructive words of
international affairs can have a
issues may be to blame for the attempting to put an end to the encouragement for the Howard
direct impact on our conditions
conflict.
crisis.
University community.
here."

,_

I

at1on y,
e
u a
ampaign can see the fruits o
eir protests beginning to ger
n inate:
• The US Congress ha
assed a bi-partisan, non-bind
'ng resolution declaring that thi
's "genocide." The Bush admin
'stration has yet to agree.
• On Aug. 23, after wee
f protests and arrests on thei
oorstep, the Sudanese govern
ent shut down their embass
·n Washington indefinitely.
There is more work to b
one. The Sudan Campaign an
any others are urgin g for th
llo,ving actions to be taken:
• Shut down the starva
tion.•
Shut down the geno
ide.
• Shut down the rape.
• Stop the Khartou
overnmental support of th
anjaweed militia.
• Bring in an immediat
ultinational force to stop th
enocide and provide humani
arian relief to the millions wh
uffer, led by the African Unio
nd the United Nations, usin
conomic sanctions and fore
s long as the Sudanese govern
ent does not comply with th
nited Nations.

f
b

ran
1ca
orumj
v'vw. tra nsafricafo urm .org,
1
426 21st Street, NW, Second,
oor, Washington, DC 200361
el: (202) 223-1960, E-mail~
~fo@transafricaforum.org

* Sudan Campaign, www.
sudancampaign.com,
cs1/i
udan Campaign, P.O. Bo.
3764, Alexandria, VA 22304
* Africa Action, www.afri
action.org, 1634 Eye Street
, #810 Washington, D
0006, Tel: (202) 546-7961, E
ail: afiicaaction@igc.org"
* Amnesty lnternationa
SA,
www.amnestyusa.org
oo Pennsylvania Avenue SE,
ifth Floor Washington, D
0003, Tel: (202) 544-0200
-mail: aiusama@aiusa.org
* Foreign Policy in Focu
(Institute for Policy Studies)
1
'www.fpif.org, 733 lsth St NW
uite 1020 Washington DC
0005, Tel: (202) 234-9382, E
ail: if i s- . r

~

Love What You Do.
·· -+.o-.:'

General Motors invites all students interested in
2005 internships and scholarships to attend a
special Career Fair and Information Session.

Thursday, September 9, 2004
Career Fair:
12:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Lewis K. Downing Hall
(Engineering Building)

Information Session:
3:00 PM- 5:00 PM
Engineering Library
(Downing Hall, Room 2019)
*Please bring copies ofyour resume, which
should include cumulative grade point average.

What Moves You
eGM 2004. The policy of General Motors is to extend opportunities to qualified applicants
and employees on an equal basis 1"e9ardless of an individual's age, race, color, sex, religion,
national origin, sexual orientation, disability or veteran status.

AS NATION & WORLD
How to Court
Black Voters
Prone to Vote
Democratic,
Bush and the
Black Vote
BY AMANDA NEMBHARD
Contibuling Writer

This election year, President
Bush has a dilemma that could
be detrimental to his campaign
for re-election- the "Black vote."
The so-called "Black vote" has
been sought out by both presidential candidates this year.
In order to gain the trust and
respect of African-Americans,
both President Bush and Sen.
John Kerry (D-Mass.) are scrambling to include in their agendas
issues focusing on minorities,
Blacks in particular.
Traditionally, the Black
vote has been considered to be
one-sided. Many Blacks prefer
to vote Democratic rather than
Republican.
In an increasingly tight election race where both candidates
need all the votes they can get,
Bush has to deal with a key contingent of voters who are prone
to vote for his challenger.
"We vote through tradition,"
said Jervonne Singletary, a
senior political science major and
current president of the NAACP
Howard Chapter. "Blacks vote
through their churches and what
they grew up around."
Former vice president and
democratic presidential challenger Al Gore received 90
percent of the black vote, as
opposed to eight percent for
then Governor George W.
Bush in 2000 according to The
National Coalition On Black
Civic Participation. In 1996, 84
percent of Blacks voted for former President Bill Clinton while
only 12 percent voted for his
republican challenger, former
Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas.
President Bush upset many

African Americans, when he
refused an invitation to an
annual NAACP convention in
July, giving them another reason not support the president or
his policies.
"I feel that whether or not
he showed up, it wouldn't have
helped," said Ine Ogagan, a
junior political science major.
Some strategists believe that
President Bush can afford to
write off the Black vote despite
an election that is expected to
be close. They predict, because
many African-Americans don't
vote at all, their overall affect on
the election can go unnoticed.
Many Blacks, who feel frustrated with the state of our nation
and believe that neither candidate truly has their best interest
at hea1t, feel it is unnecessa1y
to vote.
"People believe they're voting for the lesser of two evils so
they don't vote at all," Singletary
said.
With such a lack of enthusiasm, the voting privilege can
sometimes be taken for granted and Blacks can go unheard.
"People don't seem to take it
very seriously," Singletary said.
Help is on the way to suffice negative ideals about voting within the African-American
community. Movements such as
"Rock The Vote" and "Citizen
Change" youth vote initiative are
working to change attitudes and
empower those who otherwise
wouldn't vote.
"Citizen Change'', created by
media mogul Sean "P. Diddy"
Combs is pushing to enlighten
young minds. At a recent news
conference,
Combs
stated,
"Citizen Change is a non-partisan, non-profit organization
that will educate, motivate and
empower more than 40 million
minority voters, also known as
the 'forgotten ones,· who are
eligible to vote on Nov. 2, and
who will ultimately decide who
will be the next president of the
United States of America."
With a last bit of advice,
Singletary said, "If you don't
vote, you've allowed someone
else to shut you up."

Nation Briefs
President Bush put his
campaign on the defensive
earlier this week when he
said in an interview with
NBC's Today Show, "I
don't think you can win
the war on terror. The
statement conflicts with
earlier statements made
by the president as recently as July. Then he stated,
"I have a clear vision and
a strategy to win the war
on terror."
Democrats,
including democratic Vice
Presidential hopeful John
Edwards (D-N.C.) pounced
on Bush's remarks. ''This is
no time to declare defeat,"
Edwards said at various
campaign rallies throughout the week. Worried that
the "can't win" remark may
cause some voters to doubt
the president's resolve in
fighting terror, the White
House responded vigorously to charges bein
made by democrats
"He was talkin
about winnin
it in th
tt

sense,
Whit e
Hou se
spokesman Scott
McC lellan
said to various news outlets. "I don't
think you can
expect that there
will be a formal
surrender or treaty
signed like we have
in wars past." The
president followed his
remarks in the interview by saying "you can
create conditions so that
those who use terror as
a tool are less acceptable in parts of the
world."

Military
"Stop
Loss"
Policy
Questioned
in
Court
A married reservthe California
y National
Guard filed a
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DILEMMA:

When It Comes to the Black Vote, George W.
is Stuck Between a Bush and a Hard Place

Republicans
and Democrats
Court New
Black Voters
Bush,
Questions
Democratic
Intentions
BY CARYN J. GRANT
Contlbutfng Writer

An increase in the number

''The Republicans haven't done
11iuch to appeal to AfricanA111ericans. ''
-Stephen Baskerville, a political
science professor

Stem Cell Research
Grows Into Big Debate
BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT
Contibuting Writer

In the wake of former
President Ronald Reagan's
death, due to pneumonia related to Alzheimer's dise.1se, the
presidential election has bl'en
flooded with debate over embryonic stem cell research.
"We have a chance to take a
giant stride forward for the good
of all humanity. We can choose
between the future and the
past, between reason and ignorance, between true compassion
and mere ideology," said Ron
Reag.1n, son of the former president at the 2004 De1nocratic
National Convention.
Stem cells are hoped to be
tl1e medical breakthrough that
will treat, and possibly cure
ailments such as Parkinson's

disease, Alzheimer's, diabetes,
heart disease, stroke and spinal
cord injuries. They are the initial
cells of eve1y organ in the hu1nan
body. It is researchers' quest to
harvest these cells before they
de\•elop into specialized organs
meant for a designated function.
They would then use the cells
to replace the malfunctioning
cells of the disease. Although
stem cells can be taken from
adults, umbilical cords and placentas, scientists believe embryonic sten1 cells offer the most
promise because they can be
developed into any tissue of the
Lod~. The controversy arises
because scientists must destroy
an embryo, which could possibly
develop into a fetus, in order to
harvest embryonic stem cells.
UThe question really is
See CELL, News A9

era
court in
eport
ays
the Northern disederal Air Ma1•sl1als Have Slept
trict of California
on the Job; Sl101vn Up To lV'ork
challenging
the
'Unk.
defense department's
"stop loss" policy v ~Oll!S'lf--'.""::-.
news publications r
The policy, keep
men in the armed
longer th they are contracted for ac
discharge.
was• not
suit.
that the i,~...M.I
policy do ih apply to
enlisted ncrsonnel and
t
the order can only
be
· during a. time
of war le~~~:Mi
by Congress.
1t
says that the United
States Army should
be prohibited "from
holding soldiers hostage." The reservis
also has two small
children.

of registered African-American
voters has left the Republican
and Democratic parties battling
to attain Black votes this year.
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau,
African-Americans
made up only 6-4 percent of
registered voters in the year
2000. Four years later, in a
post September 111h world, more
African-Americans are registering to vote leaving both political
parties in a frenzy to seize the
extra ballots.
The battle for Black America
heated up earlier this year when
President George W. Bush
accused the Democratic Party •of
taking the Black vote for granted
during an address to the National
Urban League conference. He
challenged African-Americans
to take advantage of their right
to have freedom of choice when
voting in this year's election and
asked Blacks to simply take a
look at his agenda before casting
their ballots.
Bush offered the following
food for thought to the Urban
League audience, "Does the
Democratic Party take AfricanAmcrican voters for granted?"
1.-fany
African-Americans,
some of them members of the
Republican Party, thought the
President asked a fair question.
Several conservative Blacks said
that Bush's address raised other
questions for the Black community to answer before voting
this year: "Is it a good thing for

c warzeneggerto Veto
illfor Web Sites that Help
Elderly Get Prescriptions
om Outside the U.S.
Governor
Arnold
Schwarzenegger CR-Calif.) is
xpected to veto legislation
passed by California lawmakers that would create a government-sponsored
website
encouraging senior citizens to
uy cheaper prescription drugs
from Canada. Schwarzenegger,
through a spokesman said
to various news outlets he
would not support the legislation because federal law prohibits drug imports fro
other countries
he doesn't want
break tl1e law. I
approved br,

Poverty
in America
Rises
for
Third Year in
The number of
Americans who live
in poverty and without health

the African- American community to be represented mainly by
one political party?" and "Have
the traditional solutions of the
Democratic Party truly served
the African-American community?"
Whether or not Bush's
address changed the minds of
Blacks about the Republican
Party is not yet clear, but many
acknowledge that his address
at least gave African-Americans
something to think about. Yet,
some minds remain unchanged.
"The
Republican
National
Committee is not so much trying to get you to come out and
vote, but to confuse you between
the two-party system and to
suppress the African-American
vote," said William Marshall,
Jr., director of African-American
Media for the Democratic
National Committee.
While both parties claim
to be making strides to reach
out to Black voters, thus far
African-Americans have strongly favored Kerry over Bush. In
a BET/CBS News poll taken
earlier this year, 79 percent of
the Black voters polled favored
Kerry over Bush. This suggests
that despite Bush's efforts to
reach out to African-American
voters, there is still a disconnection between the Republican
Party and Blacks. Critics say
this is because the Republicans
have done very little to back up
their rhetoric about reaching out
to Blacks.
"The Republicans haven't
done much to appeal to AfricanAmericans,"
said
Stephen
Baskerville, a political science
professor at Howard.
"They
have ignored what I think is
the most critical issue facing
America, especially the AfricanAmerican community - - family
structure and fatherhood."
He adds, "Bush might have
a better chance with the Black
community if he appealed to the
right issues." Baskerville said
that Democrats haven't done a
much better job. "Democrats
are ignoring it too. They have
See VOTE, News A9

c warzenegger, t e egis atio
would have made Californi
one of the first states to provide a website for drug importation. Other states include:
Minnesota,
Wisconsin,
North Dakota, and Maine.

announced.
Average income
in America didn't
rise
significant!
either, but the pove
rate rose from :2.1 percen
to 12.5 percent, the repo
stated. Women and children
are being hit the hardest by th
increasing poverty rate. By th
end of last year, nearly 13 million children lived in poverty.
The number of Americans without health insurance grew as
well, the report finds. There
are now 45 million Americans
without health insurance, an
increase from i5.2 percent to
15.6 percent.

mayor
of Atlanta
was indicted on
charges of bribery, wire
and racketeering. The
rges were a culmination of a fiveear federal investigation into corruption at City Hall while Campbell was
mayor. Campbell is accused of taking cash payments in return for city
contracts and accepting illegal campaign contributions, various news
publications reported. Ten people
involved with Campbell's administration have already been convicted
of corruption. Campbell has denied
ectors
__ ,,,l charges against him.
re boarding flights,
almost none are screened for
explosives that may be carried on a
~~-~ erson's body. The 9/11 Commission,
'n 'ts report released earlier this year,
· the government "must improve the
of screening checkpoints to detect
1 sives on passengers." Despite the lapses
curity, many airport security officials say it is
better here than in Russia, USA Today reports.

U.S.

as
Few
tions to Stop Iran From
Getting Nukes

NATION & WORLD A9
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WORLD BRIEFS

Russtan
Offi c ial s
Annou n ce
Suspects
in
Mysterious P lane
Crash es

een ame on ec en women in recent years.
Latin America Is Now Home To Kidnapping
A kidnapping epidemic is spreading throughout Latin America forcing many businesses to
move to safer parts of the world, The Washington
Post reports. Latin America accounts for 75 percent of the wnrld's abductions and some analysts
estimate that more than 7,500 kidnappings occur
there every year, the Post reports. Other analysts
speculate that the actual number of kidnappings
that occur may be a lot higher, given that only one
in 10 of all abductions are reported to authorities.
"Latin America is the home of kidnapping, and
it's where the great majority of kidnappings take
" id Rachel Briggs, head of international
os to the Post. Hundreds o
ave taken to the streets to
·nst the crime wave, the
is so dire, that NBA
ed in tight security
··s family received
e media that he
dollar contract
e's always a car
ving them and
d to the Post.
sand have a
to accept the
e this is not a

tation with Iran develop into military action on t e
Iran, a member of
Bush'IJ
part of the U.S. military, they will face some difficulbelieved to be able
oduoo nqclear
ties. Such as, it would be difficult to bomb Iran's
three years and
ISn't ~tcltJ Unit
uclear infrastructure because it is scattere
Two Chechen women
about it, expe
d USA.Jimlay. "We e<
und the country and some are underwho flew separately aboard
eveloping t
hnologya id t~iflgt
nd. Also, troops bein
·
two planes that exploded after
said milit
e pert;..Anthony Cordesma
ta
e out Iran's
leaving Russia's largest and most
lnspectio
y tJ1e United Nations have cau
are u "kely be
~.-- cure airport, are now suspects in
that could be USedfoD nuclear weapons O~ergy :jorcel
tht!" estigation to determine if the
bases in the counh')'. At a news ~onterente.. last , aown in
ex:plosi
were terror related, varinia President Mohammad Khatami denied that ·
ous news
·cations report. Amant
try 'wanted nuclear weapons l;>1lt said it was the.1i11
Nagayeva, 30.
d S. Dzhebir
e right'. to enrich uranium ·~!ld '"no country
37~ shared an apa
s from achieving it," USA Today repotts. So far,
worked in the same
administrati$n has left the 1natter to the Unite
bought their tickets at
rf.ls;lnternntional Atomic Energy ~gency (IAEA
ay of the incident and
Eu ·opcan c»untries. The ad111inelatives have
lso urged the IAEA to reeanct1ons against Iran, bu
inspection
the U.N. have not
found enou
n of to warrant sanctions.
1l"t.i
experts believe ili
should
the
urnal'··-Captured in Iraq;
Capto1·s Demand A Stop
to Ban on Headscarves
miss
the comments,
Though they have no forces in Iraq and
calling them typical- of
Official
adamantly opposed the U.S. led invasion of the
other statements µ6tl( orea
released from the No
country, France is being terrorized by Iraqi insurhas made before n~ating.
e
government called Presiden
gents who captured two French journalist
admini!tl'ation1,officials s
te that
"human trash" and a "fascist tyra
and vowed to kill them in 48 hours i
llf pUrpQ
disrupting the
various news publications reported.
France didn't comply with thei
lilillrlid.~l'fEesident Bush any political
The statements, released weeks before neg
demands, various
negotiations to dismantle North Korea's momentum on the subject in the U.S. Democratic
publications report
nuclear arsenal are to begin again, suggested presidential hopeful, John Kerry (D-Mass.) has been
The militant
that the reclusive country wanted to disrupt critical of Bush's handling of the North Korean crisis and
the negotiations before the presidential election has blasted the president for not negotiating with North Korea
in the United States. A day before the statement directly.
Mayor of Mexico
was rel
rth Korean officials said publiclyfur<Ids P,.oteS{ To Save
~tions
ointless and North Korea
~
'-""'g..,e'··r-ipin ~ope
e six-party talks, and
ere a question as to whe'il\~r the · any need £
Andres Manuel Lbpez
o negotiate with the U.S.wymo1-e "
· l a protest earlier th~
Bush administr o er 200,000 in Mexico City
n di. his JPb and prolong his ambi-

can

e

become.. president of Mexico.
·elected Mayor of Mexico City
our y
ago and has become Mexico's
most p pular politician, The New YQrk
rts. He has been mired in
since l\1arch, when hidqen
camera's
rdcd one of his political
operators ac ring wads of cash fro1n
, . ll"' businessma
wanted--construc. tion cBntracts wi
' cit), the Titnes
reports. The Mexica
n(J'ress, ' hich
·s dominated by Lope
os1tion
party, is considering a vote toi'im~:"::p~"1o;--tmil1'Cii
him. Despite the controversy, Lopez's
popularity remains high and polls show
him to be the leading contender to succeed Mexico's President Vicente Fo
in 2006. Lopez contends tha
the controversy is a conspiracy led by Fox to destro~
is chances of becoming president, th
imes reports.
Lopez ha
bro a

Cases of polio were f6lfud in 11ali
ea early in the wee°Il)..?Jncr~ing ~e nun1ber of Afri
einfected with the disease~ 12, vari
ws publications reported. It fs'. likl'!ly poli~ is being trans
undetected in Liberia and Sierra Le
me reports said. "Our moa'Jt opetandi h"5,,got to be tha
we assume these pla~ c<ju1d ~
too," said R. Bruce Aylward, the globaT cooblln.fltO
of the eradication 1ditiatlve,
hington Post. \Vithin the 1ast year, 10 countrie
·n Africa that were ix>li ee ha
rded cases of the disease. · The chance
f polio resul ·
paralysis a
(only one in 200 cases res~lt i
....._<dSiJ2DnU~SP-~ost cases cause n
ess. The virus begins in th
~/
testine, multiplies and is exc
for months in feces
f
olio spreads easily in poor p
tions withou
anitation. Nigeria had hoped t
poli
transmission by the end of this ye
ut say they won't be able t
do so until next year.
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:want .to Write For the Nation

••
•

and World Section?
Come to the Budget
I
•
Meeting
:
Every
:
Tuesday at
: 7:oo p.m. and Grab a Story.
• The Hilltop Office is
located in the Howard West
Plaza Towers.

CELL, From N & WAS

'Who do we want to save?'
So1neone that is already here
or something that has not even
developed," said Alexia Hogan,
a freshman English major.
In August 2001, President
George W. Bush announced
he would allow federal funding of stem cell research for the
first time in American history. However, he restricted the
research to only be conducted
on cells derived before August
2001.

"This allows us to explore
the promise and potential
of stem cell research without
crossing a fundamental moral
line by providing tax payer
funding that would sanction, or
encourage further destruction
of human embryos that have at
least the potential for life," Bush
said when he announced the
restrictions in 2001. Advocates
for stem cell research have complained recently that the president's restrictions have severely
limited the number cells available for research.
Democratic
presidential
hopeful John Kerry has promised that the Kerry-Edwards
administration would quadruple federal spending on stem
cell research - putting the bill
at $100 million a year - and
remove the current limitations
so that scientists would be
allowed to use the thousands of

VOTE, From N&W A8

excess, frozen embryos in fertility clinics across the nation.
"This is not the way we do
things in America," said Kerry
during the Democrats' weekly radio address earlier last
month. "Here in America, we
do not sacrifice science for ide··
ology."
Many European researchers are already working on
embryonic stem cells without
restrictions, causing the United
States to fall behind, according
to William Eckberg, chairman
of the biology department at
Howard University.
"If these countries make a
breakthrough before the U.S.,
U.S. companies will not make
the money that they could,"
Eckberg said. "Essentially the
United States will lose the
race."
In spite of "losing the race,"
not all are in agreement of
spending more taxpayer money
to fund research.
"The money could be used
for other important issues in
America, like public education,"
said Tasha Dawson, a senior
physical therapy major.
On the other hand, some
view the cause as worth the
cost.
"This could benefit the people we care about that are here
now," Hogan said.

dropped the ball and the
Republicans have not picked
it up."
In that same BET/CBS
News poll, 58 percent of those
polled said that they were only
"satisfied" with Kerry's candidacy while just 27 percent
said they were "enthusiastic".
Also, over a third of those
polled said they feel that the
Democratic Party takes their
vote for granted. Regardless of
whether or not there is any
truth to his claim, President
Bush has given the Black community something to think
about, and has raised some
suspicions in the minds of
African-Americans who tend
to vote for democrats, but are
slightly reluctant to back Kerry
for President.

,
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2004 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

September 4
vs Alabama State
(Ford Detroit Football Classic at. Ford Stadi·um)
I
Detroit, Ml .1 p.m.
·
·
.

,

'

September 11
at Ham·pton Hampton, VA 6 p.m.
September 18
vs Alcorn State
(PG Black Chamber of Commerce Cla:
Landover, MD 4 _p.m.

,

•

September 25
··
vs SAVANNAH STATEWast1., DC 1 p.m.

•

'

October 9
vs Charleston Southern Washington, DC 1 p.m .
.

October 16
vs MORGAN STATE Wash., DC 1 p.m.
October 23
at NC A&T Greensboro, NC 6:30 p.m.

'

November 6
·at .South
Carolina
State
Orangeburg,
SC
1
:30
p.m
.
.
•

. November 13
at Bethune-Cookman Daytona Beach, FL 4 p.m.
November 20
vs DELAWARE STAT~ Wash., DC 1 p.m.
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BY TOMI AKINMUSURU
Contributing Writer

The

Fantasy
of It All
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports "c!itor

'

i

l

There are a fow additions to the sporting world that have grabbed my interest. Those intricate trimmings that just
enhance the sport, bring the face of competition closer Lo home and further engenders its fans. Then we are left to wonder
how we ever coped without them before
their inception, before the idea and before
the whole experience was made all the
better.
There is the sky cam that was first
introduced on Monday Night Football on
ABC a couple years back and the stat ticker
that runs up-to-the-minute stats across the
bottom of the screen. Then there is the
instant repla} ruling that was sure to correct e' ?l"V official's mista~c m the NFL- a
fallacy that many of us are> still waiting on.
Then there is one of my personal favorites,
the helmet cam that has become wildly
popular in both the NFL and Major League
Baseball.
Then can1e Lhe big one.
Fantasy sports have been around
since the mid-198os with the concoction
of "rotisserie" baseball: an opportunity
for fans to pick players based on statistical worth and to create their own te-im.
This le1gue v<1s a crude orm of what is
the multi-billion dollar industry that is
highlighted on ESPN's SportsCenter, Fox
Sports Weekly Fantasy Football Show and
almost every major sporting 1nagazine on
the planet. Nonetheless, Fantasy sports
have grown in stature since the inception
of the internet and the accessibility of upto-the-second stats.
So I was intrigued. I was caught 6n
the web at the beginning of preseason,
having '1t'''er played a single down of fantasy football and wanting to tcy my hand.
I had heard so much about the draw, the
pull, the hours spent in front of the screen
fine tuning and tweaking your team before
Sunday. I had heard about the leagues as
if they were a myth, these meeting places
where players are drafted, traded and dissected by every living stat. I had heard
about the possibility of having Kansas
City Chiefs running back Priest Holmes,
Minnesota VH.ings wide receiver Randy
MQss and Indwnapoli<; Colts quarterback
Peyton Manning all on the same teain. If
only my beloved Miami Dolphins were so
lucky.
Five fantasy drafts later I am hooked.
Like an addict on 'vithdrawal, I scour the
latest rankings, the injury reports and key
match-ups. I am the head coach of "The
Fins", "Dolphin Blue" and "l\'1ia1ni All The
Way", yet none of these teams boast a
single Miami Dolphins player.
With the start of the 2004 NFL season
less than a week away, fantasy freaks are
scrambling for the big slc~per, that running back or wide receiver who will drive
them to superhighway superstardom. The
need to find that guy who flew under the
radar and was not even considered by the
other teanis in your league is paramount.
The stakes are high and the time spent
placing the trimmings on each freak's team
will be even higher.
Professors should note the change
also, as students will trail into classes late
suffering from personal c01np.uter red-eye
(or P.C.R.E.) They will mumble Donavon
McNabb's garbled passing statistics in statistics class and will calculate LaDanian
Tomlinson's touchdown per game average
in calculus.
However, come Sunda)', I will be firmly engrossed in the real game rather than
the fantasy. Both eyes will harness the
gridiron with a hunger that has yearned
for a single NFI snap during the entirety
of the Olympics. Both eyes will be glued
to the snap, the quarterback, the pass and
the catch with one eye occasionally glancing at the stat ticker to see what fantasies
may come.

The first home game of the
2004-2005 football season is rapidly
approaching and th~re are a few things
that every Bison fan must know. Ho1ne
games <ire far more c01nplicated than
just walking up to Greene Stadium at
1 p.m. on any given Saturday. People
who are unprepared will easily find
themselves without a tickt..~. To help
you prepare, here is a list of tips that
can help to ensure a fully enjoyable
Saturday game experience.
•Look out for tickets:
This should be the easiest thing
on the list for a student to accomplish, but people take it for granted.
Free tickets are provided for Howard
students to attend all Bison home
games. There is always an ad in The
Hilltop giving the specifics of when
and where the tickets are distributed.
The tickets are usually available from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the Thursday and
Friday prior to the game. All that is
required of each student is his or her
valid Howard ID card and signature.
So, you might wonder what the catch
is. Well, the catch is that this system
operates on a first-come, first-serve
basis. The problem is that everyone
on campus has the same opportunity,
so over 10,000 students arc vying for
a limited amount of tickets.
"Big games against opponents like

MorganStateandNorfolk
State (Homecoming) are
guaranteed to draw big
crowds, so nlake sure
you get your ticket early
and find your seat early,"
said Sports Information
Director Ed Hill.
•Dress Appropriately
Although
Howard
is one of the rnost fashionable campuses in the
country, not everything
is proper football game
attire. If you are trying
to impress the football
players with your outfit,
you should know that
they arent looking at
you. Be mindful of the
weather. Find out what
the weather will be like
and dress accordingly.
There are very few people who don't look stuFild'h<"'
pid wearing stilettos and The return of running back Jay Colbert should give the Howard fans a lot to cheer
fishnet shirts in the win- about in '04.
ter. Ifyou just want to get
noticed, wear something
Marching Band and the other for
creative. It is always a nice display •Get Good Seats
the opponent's band. Please note:
of school spirit to wear a personally
Once again, if you wake up on Under NO circumstance should you
designed outfit bearing your love for Saturday nlorning with the mental- try .to get a seat within the Showtime
HU. By all 1neans wear Howard gear, ity that you can waltz inlo Greene Marching Band section. Nol only is it
but realize that if it is 14 degrees out
Stadium and be able to see everythiny. disrespectful to one of the hest bands
side and you weat a f-shirt, Howarc you are very mis: aker . The sta( iun: is in the country, bu't in reality, Howard
University is not liable for you catch- divided into four major sections. One
ing a cold.
end zone is reserved for the Showtime
See FOOTBALL, News 87

BCA Classic
Opens 2004
Season
BY MARQUASE LOVINGS
Contlibutmg Writer

•

Howard wide receiver coach Alvin Harper during his tenure with the Dallas Cowboys. Harper won three Superbowl
rings under then head coach Jimmy Johnson.

New Football Season
Brings New Face
BY JONATHAN DAVIS

That is important heading into this
Saturday's season opener against Alabama
State in Detroit.
When .Head Coach Ray Petty introNaturally, the Bison receivers were
duced the Bison to their new wide receiver eager to ask questions upon meeting
coach, Alvin Harper, an 11-year NFL vet- Harper. "A lot of the guys were excited
eran wide receiver of the Dallas Cowboys, and full of questions," he ren1arked. "They
\>Vashington Redskins and Tampa Bay wanted to know what the NFL was all
Buccaneers, the excitement was evident.
about and to get a feel for me."
The three-time Super Bowl winner
"I was pretty surprised that Howard
with the Dallas Cowboy:. replaces for- was able to get such a star to be an assismer Howard \Vide Receiver Coach Gary tant football coach," said senior wide
"Flea" Harrell, who left Howard to take a receiver David Oliver. According to soph- ·
coaching position at Texas Southern, and omore wide receiver Larry Duncan, seeinvigorates the buzz around the Howard ing coach Harper for the first time was
offense.
almost uintimidating."
According to I Iarper, he had no intenHarper started working with the
tions of becoming the new receiver coach Bison as a volunteer wide receiver coach
at Howardrand was merely playing golf in early July and was named a full-time
on a daily basis in the Metropolitan area. coach around mid-July. The news was a
"It was by accident," Harper said. Coach blessing for the Howard receivers.
Petty wanted Harper to be on his staff
"I already knew that he was going to
because of the experience he brings to the stress work habits on us because he has
table. "He's going to be able to teach the already been in the NFL and he is trying to
receivers a lot as far as technique, running
routes and catching the ball," Petty said.
See HARPER, News 87
Contributing Wliter

The
passion,
the pageantry
and the excitement
of college foot
c...-.r
ball kicked off C-::::.
Saturday in the
BCA (Black Coaches
Association)
Classic
held at FedEx Field in
Maryland. The University of
Southern California Trojans and
Virginia Tech Uokies squared off
in the first gan1e of the 2004 season. Cheers of "Let's go Hokies ~
echoed from the capacity crowd in
the 91,665-seat stadium, dominated
by Virginia Tech hns.
The game undoubtedly featured
two of the elite teams in college
football. USC is rank~d number
one in the nation, and fans will
be disappointed if they fall short
of a national championship. USC
fan, Jumana Abdul-Malik, from
Pasadena, Calif. says, "\Ve're the
number one team in the nation
for a reason. You'll see."
On the other hand,
Virginia Tech 1s enduring a rebuilding period as their new surroundings in the ACC
conference hold much stiffer

Helsman hopeful Matt Leinart
was 19 for 29 with
272 yards and 3
touchdown passes
against the Hokies
last weekend.

See CLASSIC, News 87

BY BERNARD MURRAY
E.xhale,
everyone
can
breathe a sigh of relief. It was
a great 17 days of the XXVIII
Olympiad and what most feared
never came to pass. After watching the opening ceremonies with
the mesmerizing performances
and firework display, Athens
quickly put to sleep any notions
of their architectural and preparation incompt>tence. Tht cost
was only $8 bilhon (give or
take a few nlillion) and thQusands of man-hours, but Greece
pulled off a feat that left the

faithless speechless. No wor
ri~s. the International Olympic
Committee had a contractually
obligated and supplied $905
million to Athenian organization
committee leaving a $7 billion
debt. It doesn't matter if there
were 10,000 athletes from 202
countries with their friends and
family, it's going to take more
than 17 days for Athens to get
out of this hole.
But he}, there were no
immediate threats, incidents or
events that the world expected
See COLUMN, News 87
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The Color of Success:
African American
Coaches in.the NFL
BY DREW COSTLEY
Contributing Writer

Rarer than a short line at the bookstore during
the first week of classes, the number of black head
coaches has reached an all-time high during this
year's postseason leadership shuffle in the NFL.
Thirty-two teams grace the hallowed stadiums of
the NFL and the number of black head coaches
has risen to five from the previous high of three.
Arguably, the coach with the most success of
the five, according to freshman business 1nanagement major Bilal Curtis, is the one that has the
most work to do: Dennis Greene. "[The Arizona
Cardinals] have absolutely nothing. They need
more talent all over the board," Curtis said.
The NFC West's last placed team does have its
silver lining though. Last year's offensive rookie
of the year, Anquan Boldin, is a viable deep threat
and although he is not penned to return to the
field until the middle of the season due to injury,
the wide receiver was third among all receivers last year with 1, 377 yards on 101 receptions.
Joining hiin this season on the other side of the
formation will be Reisman Trophy runner-up and
Cardinal's first round draft pick Larry Fitzgerald.
If anyone can invigorate the Arizona scheme, it is
Greene, who led his former team, the Minnesota
Vikings, to a division title in his first year coaching
the team.
One person that Greene v;ill not have to worry
about in the season opener against the St. Louis
Rams is their former defensive coordinator Lovie
Smith. Smith, who signed on as Chicago's new
head coach, \\/ill have the task of turning around
a Bears program that has been anything less than
stellar as he takes his first stab at coaching in the
NFL.

Chicago Bears Head Coach Lovie Smith will
have an uphill task to improve on his team's
7 - 9 record of a year ago.

Smith's path may be littered with obstacles,
however, as freshman architecture major Michael a defensive coordinator under Dungy in Tampa Cincinnati Bengals and head coach Marvin Lewis.
Coyle commented, "Lovie Smith will eventually Bay and was the coordinator of those crushing Freshman biology major Michael Yansen believes,
have a good team, but it '\/ill take him a little while Buccaneer defenses of the late 1990s.
"[Lewis] has had one of the biggest turnarounds in
to bring the Bears together uuder his program."
As Smith bounced to the Rams and now the the history of the NFL." This season Lewis will try
Smith appears to have a rising star in sec- Bears, Dungy has been experiencing success with to improve upon his .500 record last season with
ond year quarterback, Rex Grossman. Aft~r taking the Colts, and in only his second season produced the Bengals.
over for Kordell Stewart last year, he completed the second highest '\/in total in team history with
Whatever the outcome of these coaches' seathe rest of the season with a solid 74.8 quarter- 12 and a trip to the AFC Championship Game. sons, the recent rise in black head coaching jobs
back rating. However, as a traditionally defen- To help him repeat the success he achieved last has brought hope to black leadership and diversity
sive-minded coach, Smith will want to address season, he will have the help of his three-head- in the league. According to Yansen, "(Black coachthe holes created by the loss of Jerry Azumah ed offensive attack' of halfback Edgerrin James, es] show that we can succeed in the front office
and Brian Urlacher to injury. Both defenders are quarterback Peyton Manning, and wide receiver when given the chance." If Greene and Smith,
expected back before the end of the season, but Ivlarvin Harrison. This trio is possibly the scariest who seem to have the toughest jobs in the NFL
the pre-season blow as untimely.
in the NFL.
this year, can turn their franchises around, more
Any success that Smith has this season can
Dungy and his Colts will have their final test of African-Americans may have that same chance.
be attributed to Tony Dungy. Smith worked as the preseason playing against the much-improved

Season Preview Serves As
Catalyst for Lady Bison

Charges Against Kobe
Dismissed Wednesday

BY SHATARAH RAMIREZ
Contributing Writer

Most students are slowly settling into the
school groove by the second week of class. The
Howard University women's volleyball team,
however, is just beginning to gear up - for the
season, that is. With their first match soon
approaching, the Lady Bison are banking on an
exciting and successful year. With their top two
players returning, senior hitter Crystal Amedee
and .senior setter Brittany Williams, in addition
to five solid newcomers, including freshman
Tracy Bessard, junior transfer Kimberly Dexter
and freshman Morgan Maxwell, the Bison are
eager to take down top opponent Florida A&M
University.
Head Coach Linda Spencer, entering her 1th
season, remains untainted by the MEAC league
predictions for FAMU to take away a fourth
championship. Though she believes predicting
the future is virtually impossible, she is confident
that the team \\/ill work hard, and be successful
this season.
"Everyone is a big opponent. We're not going
to take any games or matches for granted. This
is a new team, and a young team mentally. We
have a lot of people that have not played a second of collegiate volleyball, so there is a lot of
work ahead," Coach Spencer said. When asked
about the MEAC preview rankings as listed
below, Spencer replies, "I thought we would at
least be ranked above Morgan State, and next to
the University of Maryland-Eastern Shore in the
northern division, but I guess we're going to have
to tough it out and prove s01nething. And I am
fine with that."
Morgan State and Maryland-Eastern Shore
will probably be one of Howard's toughest divisional 1natches. FAMU remains the Bison's greatest challenge, as the Lady Rattlers return \\Tith
four starters from the 2003 All-MEAC first team,
including Adriana Kostadinova, who earned the
title of Most Outstanding Player in the MEAC
championship last season.
The Bison have, however, had the opportunity to compete again.st some tough opposition in
the preseason. Matching up against some pretty
fierce alumni last Saturday, the current Lady
Bison took out forn1er players in a three game
sweep, 30-18, 30-18, 30-18. Though the ladies
fared well, Coach Spencer was not clear about
how the season will go, based on Saturday's
games. "I couldn't tell because those alumni have
not played in years, and they were all over the
place. It didn't give me a very accurate gauge
of what the current team can do. I did see some
good stuff out there at times, so I am looking forward to what lies ahead."
The University of Pittsburgh Tournament

Dungy has been known for his stingy defenses but has numerous offensive weapons in
Peyton Manning, Edgerrin James and Marvin Harrison.

File- photo

6'2 junior Kollin Hoskins is expected to have
a major impact in the MEAC for the Bison
this year.

scheduled for this Labor Day weekend will be
difficult but will be a "tell-all" according to Coach
Spencer, as it will give the team a chance to see
how they'll do against some current collegiate
competition.
Though the team has only practiced together for two weeks, its members are enthusiastic
about the future. Senior business management
nlajor Brittany Williams says, "I think we are
going to have a very good season this year. We
have several new players, so it's going to take
some getting used to for those ladies, because the
collegiate level presents a new style of play."
Even with two captains, both Coach Spencer
and the players feel that leadership on the team
will not be limited to those individuals. Williams
believes that, "Everybody is stepping up and
leading so the weight doesn't fall solely on one or
two people's shoulders. Everybody is hungry to
win and wants to get better, so we have already
staited meshing really well and working as a
team." With that in mind, the Lady Bison have a
good chance of being competitive and successful
in 2004.

Less than a week before opening statements were to begin in the Kobe Bryant
Sexual Assault case Eagle County District Judge Terry Ruckriegle dismissed the
charge. In a statement read by his lawyer, Bryant said, " I want to apologize to her
for my behavior that night and for the consequences she s uffered in the past year.'
Although I truly believe that this encounter between us was consensual, I recognize now .that she does not v iew this incident the same way I did." However, the
civil lawsuit filled against the Los Angeles Lakers star guard, on August 10, will
proceed.
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Office of the Provost and ChiefAcademic Officer
Fall 2004 Financial Aid and Student Validation Update

The Uni,1ersity's fall 2004 preliminary student population is impressive. More than 11,000
students have registered for courses, including 7 ,611 continuing students, 1, 100 graduate and
professional students, 1,463 first time in college students, and 842 transfer, former students
returning and other students. The units that are responsible for enrollment management
(Admission, Financial Aid, Scholarships and Student Employment; Registrar/Records; and
Student Financial Services) appreciate the cooperation and patience of students, faculty and
staff as we complete the fall 2004 late registration and validation process.
Some delays have occurred in the financial aid packaging and student validation process
because of interruptions associated with the required upgrade of the University's Banner
system. Delays also occurred beca11se many students did not submit their financial aid
applications and supporting documents in a timely manner. Moreover, some delays resulted
from the fact that the U.S. Department of Education selects 30% of all financial aid applications
for inclusion in the federal verification process; a procedure that delays the financial aid
packaging process. Notwithstanding the delays, the remaining financial aid applications and
validation requests of eligible students are being processed as quickly as possible. Extra
attention and effort are being devoted to meet student needs. As we complete the fall 2004
student enrollment process, students, faculty and staff should note the following important
information:
\

• The Fall 2004 Late Registration and the Change of Program (ADD/DROP) period
ended on August 29th.
• The Fall 2004 class registrations of students who are not officially enrolled (financially
validated) by Friday, September 10th at 3:00 p.m. will be purged from the BANNER
system.
'
• Validated students are responsible for all tuition and fees assessed on their student
accounts. All students are encouraged to verify their registration and validation status
on Bison Web following the class schedule purge date to avoid any unintended charges.
• Current non-validated students must satisfy their financial obligations for the fall 2004
semester by the September 1Qth deadline.
• Students who do not officially withdraw from classes in accordance with University
course withdrawal policies will incur charges.
Faculty members will review their official class lists on Monday, September 13th, and
thereafter, to ensure that all students in attendance in their courses are validated. Students
who are not validated following the September 10, 2004 deadline will not be allowed to
participate or remain in courses. Staff will continue to assist students with their financial
aid and validation needs until the September 1Oth deadline.
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BY ERICA WILLIAMS
Life & Style Editor

s fall approaches, fashion begins to take a slight turn. Students begin putting away the ..wifebeaters", shorts and sandals and pulling out the jeans, sweaters, blazers, and boots. While
son1e students dread the drop in temperature, others anticipate the pull-out-the-sweater
\·eat her.

•

ul love fall. It's my favorite season," says senior television production major, Mckkie Phillips. "I love

wearing nice sweaters and jackets."
Fresh1nen, biology major, Keith Winson agrees. "Fall fashion is the besl because it's
an "in-between" lypc of style. It's not to hot or not to cold."
Magazines and newspapers across the world are displaying current Fall Trends for 2004. Although, quite similar to past trends,
fashion in 2004 has a more "pre.PPY.. look.
Cosmo magazine notes that tweed blazers \\ith jeans and
brooches are definitely in. Freshmen psychology major Elise
Jackson says she loves the "preppy" look. "I love to see guys
in what I call the "Usher Raymond" look. When they wear
jeans, blazers and fitteds with long-sleeve button-ups, I
think t's very se:x')'."

9/60

Button-ups for ladies are also hot this Fall . Although,
the stiletto boots arc still a 1nust, round-toe heels are also
making their way back up the fall fash ion ladder.
The colors for 2004 Fall Fashion tend to stray away
from the normal brown and copper colors. Style Magazine
highlights in their September 2004 issue that bright colors
are still hot for Fall 2004.

'

}10'~ i'e>p i'~n t~ii
Mu~t-}1~~~
Tweed Blazers
2. Stiletto Boots
3. A fresh pair of ''Timbs''
for the guys (and girls)
4. Sweaters in autumn
colors
5. Nice brooches for shirts
and blazers
6. Lacoste is still in!
7. Jewelry to accent the
outfit
8. Fashionable fall hats and
fitteds (of course)
9. Long sleeve button-ups
for guys and fitted buttonups for girls
IO. Sweat-suits
I.

\

•
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The Many

Hair Styles
BY JANA HOLMES
Hilltop Staff Writer

On a fashionable campus like Howard
University, it is only natural that the hairdos
be as stellar as the clothing.
HU students employ a number of stylists and inethods to keep their hair looking
"Yard wo1thy."
Their choices vary from natural to
relaxed and from dreadlocks to buzz-cuts.
Many students take special measures for
confidence and to all?.viate some of the
strain of the summer heat.
"I usually wear braids, which are great
because you don't have to worry about them
as much. Sure, they take some work, but
you can pretty much just get up and go with
them," said sophomore Alexandra Sutton, a
biology and film double major.
Many Howard students are partial to
braids for both their practicality and the
cultural statement they make. A few of the
most pop~lar styles are micro-braids, kinky
twists, and cornrows, either with or without
extensions.
"This summer, I decided it was far too
hot for all of that. I cut my hair to a nice
short length. It's only a couple of inches, so
it's not all over my neck, but it's in a style, so
it's still cute and manageable," Sutton said.
But not everyone is concerned with how
much heat hair generates and traps. Some
are more fearful of the effects the sun has
.
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on their hair.
"I hate the fact that the sun discolors
my hair. It takes the black out of them," said
senior physics 1najor Jonathon Houston,
who is proud of his locks and stresses the
point that he started them off himself.
However, he does venture to the salon,
when funds permit. He boasts about the
skills of his stylist.
"The dreads get really thin and she
knows how to marry [them] together. She
has a treatment that she uses that's really good. It's like her secret formula," said
Houston, who frequents Sakn Essence,
located on U Street. The staff welcomes
Howard students.
"I give the students discounts because I
know they don't make money and their parents have to send them money. I give out flyers on campus, so when they come, they bring
those with them," said Barbara Johnson,
one of the stylists at Salon Essence.
''We're very nice to students because
they're nice to us. We've had students that
come here until they get out of school. I
even have customers that went to Howard,
started working at the hospital, and still
come back."
While some students can afford to rely
on professionals for the upkeep of their
hair, others take the more budget-friendly
approach, and entrust their follicles to fellow students who dabble in hair care.
"Most of the time, I'd just get a friend to
braid it for me. Then, I got a friend to cut.tit

on Campus
for me, because he knew how to do it and it
is much cheaper to use s01neone you know.
Plus, I don't really like having to go all the
way out somewhere to get it done," said
sophomore communications major Chris
Alston.
One student, who lends her styling services to students is Nathalie Jules, a sophomore legal communications 1najor. She has
many tips and techniques that she shares
with the students that she works with.
"When it comes to hair, I just say 'keep
it simple,"' said Jules, who has been known
to do an elegant up-do, a skillful roller-set,
and an effective perm, though she believes
that natural hair is the best way to go.
"It's humid and you're sweating, so you
don't want to stress your hair any more than
you have to. If a style is going to damage
your hair, you're better off not doing it. My
rule is, don't put anything in your hair that
you wouldn't put on your skin."
Whether they dread it or braid it, relax
it or press it, cut it or cover it with a fitted,
Howard students are taking care of their
hair year round.

Tia Goochon· Staff Photognipbcr

Howard students are not only known for
fashion but also for the different array
of hairstyles.

.

Fashion Idol of the Week
Student Spo~light:
Rachel Hale

Jordan Colbert· Photo A"'· Edil<>r

A person's personality can
sometimes be determined by
tlleir sense of style and fashion.
Senior, television production/
graphic design major, Rachel
Hale is a prime example of the
accuracy of this staten1ent.
" I think fashion is definitely
a tool of expression. You can
tell a lot about a person by what
they wear. I wear a lot of bright
colors, so people can tell that I
am a free-spirit by the way that
I dress."
Born in Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, Rachel describes her
style as unique. "There is no set
pattern to the way that I dress.
I just find things that are eyecatching." As a source of fashion inspiration, Rachel credits
her sister as helping her realize
the importance of fashion.
"My sister is a stylist in
Toronto. She can basically make
something out of nothing. She's
very creative and she's taught
me a lot.''
Rachel admits that boutiques are her favorite sources to
shop. H&M is also high on her
list. As for her top three "musthaves", she quickly describes the
most important outfits every girl
should have in their closet. "You
have to have that one dress, that
wows the audience, that one
COmfy OUtfit that iS Sexy at the
same time, and most importantly that bomb pair of shoes."

Street Albums: Juelz
Santana's Latest Mixtape
BY MIKE IVEY
Contributing Writer

In an often controversial,
yet celebrated and corporately
appropriated popular culture,
trends play a crucial role.
NotaNewYorkminutepasses by before the latest novelty
is "discovered" and broadcasted. Then throngs of marketing
gurus begin pondering ways to
fit their company's product into
the same mold. This is especially
true of America's most popular
musical form, hip-hop. One of
the most successful marketing
trends- commercially and critically- of the past few years has
been the mix tape. Some of the
industry's top lyricists, Jadakiss,
being the most glaring example, have gone from being heavily featured on bootleg compilations, to preceding the release
of a full-length LP with a "street
album."
Dipset's most spirited lyricist, Juelz Santana, is the latest major league emcee to
flood inner city streets with his
own snippet CD of new material, boldly entitled "Back Like
Cooked Crack."
Released in early, August
this 27-track banger is laced with
an impressive selection of industry beats (and sparse original
production) designed to quake
your ride and set off alarn1s in
others. The list includes sure
"head-nodders" like "Tipsy",
"Jump" and "Broken Language",
along with "Rubber Band Man"
and "What More Can I Say."
Santana's lucid, booming voice

"W\\.hcxhunl<clk".01"1!

Harlem diplomat, Juelz Santana is back with his current mixtape, "Back like Cooked Crack".

and awkwardly timed flow fit
the bass heavy beats quite well.
With each selection only lasting
an average of two 1ninutes, there
is no room for wasted words or
sloppy sin1iles. The brash, young
Harle1nite keeps things efficient
by delivering listeners 16 tracks
full of his signature wit and
drug-related braggadocio. What

sets him apart from new-schoolers hung up on the sounds and
rhyn1e patterns of established
emcees is Juelz's use of just
the right mixture of his 1nentor
Ca1nron's rap style and his own,
developed during his days with
the group Draft Pick.
See SANTANA, News 86

•

'What The Bleep' is Right
BY MIKE IVEY
Contributing Writer

Most college students view going to
a movie as a leisure activity. Depending
on the type of movie you choose, you
expect to laugh, cry, jump in fear, or
walk out and sneak into a better picture
when you realize you've picked a loser
after the first fifteen minutes. However,
not too many people in the demographic actually travel to the local theater to
be educated. But that's exactly what one
should expect if their choice happens to
be Samuel Goldwyn Films' What The

Bleep Do We Know?
Part documentary, part fanciful
voyage out of self-denigration, What
The Bleep seeks to unravel the mysteries behind perceived and actual reality. The question of whether or not the
things we see are real or just creations
of our consciousness is the theme of the
nlain character's journey.
Amanda (Marlee Matlin) is a middle-aged photographer and divorcee
with severe anxiety disorder. She is
often annoyed at her bubbly roommate
and wonders why her life ended up as it
did. The answer to her question begins

to become clearer when she encounters heavily. While Alnanda is simultanea young man who uses the analogy ously snapping pictures of bride, groom
of basketball to show her how muth and family and working out her own
control over her life she actually has. inner demons, the audience is bomAmanda also has an intense hate and barded with interspersed sound bites
fear of weddings because she caught and lengthy explanations regarding the
her husband having sex with another practical relevance of quantum physics.
woman.
Referred to as the science of possibilWhen her boss, Frank (Barry ity, this discipline promotes the idea
Newman), assigns her to a wedding at that the only real matter is the human
the same church where she was mar- thought. Therefore, we have the power
ried, Amanda has a fit. Frank casually to create our own reality by resisting
brushes off her objections and chal- negative thoughts and en1bracing posilenges her to quit letting the past nega- tive ones.
tively influence her life.
Although quite interesting, the film
What follows is a wild mixture does have one drawback. It lasts entireof animation, and sometimes convo- ly too long. Long after the resolution
luted narration, by quantum physicists we're still listening to pretty much the
and those who've studied the subject · same ravings about how liberating and

utterly e>..1raordinary this field of science has the potential to be.
Although nlaybe considered quite
"square", What The Bleep is a good picture. Its worth lies in directors Vicente,
Chasse and Arntz's unique blending
of the documentary with the three-act
story structure to create an educational,
yet engaging piece. Because watching
oddballs like theoretical physicist Fred
Alan Wolf ramble on about the connection between quantun1 physids and the
idea c,f the oneness of God, one can see
why these lab dwellers are so excited.
If society buys into the theories presented in this film, problems such as
addiction, depression and obesity can
be overcome in significant measure.
•
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How to find Mr. Right and Keep Him Santana's Lasted
Book Review: The Rules by Ellen Fein And Sherrie Schneider
BY JANA HOLMES
Hi/I/op St ff Wntor

She's fun, she's pretty, she's smart.. .why
isn't she married? The Rules: Time-tested Secrets for Capturing the Hea1t of Mr.
Right" by Ellen Fein and Sherrie Schneider,
attempts to answer this question in its assertion that in order to attract and hold on to
the man of your dreams, you 1nust play hard
to get.
This prose guide is set up with four
introductory chapters, discussing the origin,
importance, and foundations of The Rules.
Each of the 35 rulE:s follow outlines in their
own ell.'Planatory section.
The work starts out with a discussion
of the history of The Rules. According to
legend, they originated around 1917 with
the grandmother of a young lady named
1'1elanie. They were passed on through generations in order to aid the female line in the
quest for marriage.
Once ~lelanie found the love of her life,
she decided to share the wealth with her
still single friends. At first, discussion of The
Rules was hush-hush, taking place in secret,
but Melanie agreed that more woman should
be privy to the secrets and those who had
been misinformed needed to be corrected,
so she agreed to allow Fein and Schneider
to publish and publicize the111.
Following the histo1y of The Rules, the
guide lays out a working definition and
statement of their purpose...The purpose of
the rules is to make Mr. Right obsessed with
having you as his own b} making yourself
seem unattainable.··
Fein and Schneider make the promise
that The Rules will aid woman in finding and capturing the man of the dreams,
barring circumstances that cannot be combated, such as ill timing and lack of comparability.
After reader have been familiarized
with the origin and purpose of The Rules,
they are introduced to a Rules girl. The
prime example of a successful follower of
The Rules is Melanie. A "Melanie" is anyone
who carries herself with an air of confidence, regardless of bea\1ty or brains. She
seems to attract all the best men and have

them clamoring for her affections.
One of the preliminary sections
in the guide is the one that strcssl's
that one should onl> look for a hus
band, when sufficient self-improvement has been done, in order to
ensure that one is ready for a serious relationship and not just seeking validation and affection.
After the reader has become
familiar with the history and purpose of The Rules, as well as, a follower and proper user, they permitted to be brought into the light about
the commandments held within the
pages of the guide.
Some of The Rules are fairly
straightforward and draw mostly
on common sense. "Don't Date a
Married Man,.. for instance is s meI
thing that most are acquainted
with.
Then there are those principles
that many know, but some refuse
~,·
J
~~JI'
~' ·~~.J
to follow. "Don't Ell.'Pect a Man to
Y'.I
l'"'fl,i. 4,' .
i
•r
.
T.(i~lli
Change or Try and Change Him., is
,g.,;1·
one such rule.
l)'( l)l.1 .f:\, fT "
Outside of those categories,
It
Cf!. R.r€ "'-.;! f' I lU ~
there are also tips that many women
may disagree with or find it hard
to adhere to. The guide asserts
that it is best when women "Don't
Accept a Saturday Night Date after
Wednesday" and "Stop Dating Him
•ts!n
if He Doesn't Buy You a Romantic The book " The Rules" by Ellen Fein &*'''"l\n'•t
Sherrie
Gift for Your Birthday or Valentine's Shneider claims to contain time-tested secrets
Day."
for finding Mr. Right.
Although, the primary audience of the guide is professional,
adult women, it does include sectidbit in the section cautions women about
tions for both high school and college stu- maintaining safety by not being alone with
dents. The college section, entitled ..Take someone you don't know well and making
Care of Yourself and Other Rules for Dating certain to inform a reliable friend of you
in College," outlines 13 additional do's and whereabouts.
don 'ts for the collegiate dater.
\Vith these 35 general rules and the
The pieces of advice included in this special 13 added for college women, rangsection are fairly straightfonvard. A major ing from the naturally followed to the hard
theme stressed were not changing one's tasks to master, readers will be equipped to
interests in an effort to attract or gain the date. The Rules promises to aid anyone, who
affections of a man. Another thing advised follows them to the "T," the ability to attract
is to wear makeup and stay abreast of fash- and capture Mr. Right, permitted that conion, which already seems to be a priority ditions are conducive.
among some Howard students. The wisest

,.;:;,Hr f~:itr.rl "~'°rt:!rz.
1;;,. BtptiwklfJ if«:

Album Release
SANTANA, from L&S BL

'

··naek Like Cooked Crack"
also keeps vour ear to the box
with .;ountl bites fron1 "New
.Jack City" between almost
every song. The prophetic
words of Pooky, Nino, and GMoney concerning the 1980s
crack explosion add comic
relief Lo a11 already entertaining listening e>..'Perience. On
the intro ..Daddy's Home," a
looped version of the Chicago
Bulls old theml· song, Santana
raps; OGs I speak to them/
told me to speak again, told me
.Jordan washed up so he won't
need this beat again."
The only downsides to
"Back Like Cooked Crack" are
the uninspired guest appearances. Both CEO of Diplomat

Records .Ji1n Jones and the
label's headliner Camron 11,0
through the n1otions on their
respective collaborations with
the self-proclaimed "human
crack in the flesh." The CD falls
off toward the end, the final
four tracks being solos by new
members of the Dip Gang, Jha
Jha, J. Bezzel and Un Kasa.
To be sure there is a shortage of quality hip-hop being
produced by the culture's new
generation. The radio is dominated by the likes of ,J-Kwon
with only a few reall) talented
young voices breaking through.
Juelz Santana happens to be
one of those few and his preLP n1ixtape is definitely worth
giving the bootleg man on your
local avenue five bucks.

n
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Tips For Bison Home Games
FOOTBALL, from Sports B1
University is not responsible for any injuries that you
might sustain in your effort to
try to break rank. The other two
sections are fan sides: one for
Howard's fans and the other
for the fans of the opponent.
Within the IIU fan side, there is
a small section roped off for the
guests of our President, Patrick
H. Swyge1t. There is standingonly overflow seating, but it is
extremely cramped and uncomfortable.
Graduating senior Robye
Anderson, a political science
major, stated that in his experience with the major football
games, he remembered being
packed tightly into the overflow
seating and hated it. Don't forget that current Howard students are not the only people
coming to the Bison home football games. So, if you just can't
make yourself wake up to get
free tickets, then you have two
remaining options. You could go
to the Ticketmaster box office at
Cramton Auditorium and try to
buy a ticket or you could make
a friend in Cook Ball and try to
view the field frorn the dorm
room. Non attendance is not an
option.
•Halftime:
A
Howard
Tradition
If you have never seen the
Howard University "Showtime"
Marching Band perform, your
collegiate experience is far from
complete. Under the direction
of John E. Newson, the band
boasts a repertoire of contemporary and old school songs
that are guaranteed to make
halftime spectacular. Don't
be surprised if you hear your
favorite club song being played
at halftime.
"I really look forward to
halftime. I'm from Boston and
you just don't see bands like
that. They really know how to
get down," said sophomore biology major, Olufunke Okeanawi.
It is also expected that you
cheer along with the band and

www.bluc-.1t1tht,)''t:oo1

Coach Harper will attempt new Bison wide receivers some of
his moves that he used on opponents during his heyday with
the Dallas Cowboys.

Former Pro Trains New Receivers

Touchdowns like this one will ensure that the Bison are
on top of the MEAC standings. The first home game is
September 18.
cheerleaders. In other words, eat enough and drink plenty of
when they say "Get Up", you water. Food is sold at the stajust might want to do so. You'll dium, but it tends to be pricey.
quickly pick up on the tradi- Some students have their own
tions like doing the "Wave" or football eating traditions to set
responding when the announc- off their football day.
"After the game, my friends
er says "First and Ten". Another
advantage of going to Howard is and I go to Five Guys. It has a
the regularity of celebrity sight- good post-game atmosphere,"
ings. Let's face it: Howard is said junior pre-med/biology
the place to be. You might see major, David Nears. The only
a celebrity walking along the problem with the shops on
sidelines or performing with Georgia Avenue is that they are
the band, so you might want usually packed by the time the
to have a camera ready to cap- average person leaves the stature the sights of a Bison home dium, so be prepared for long
lines.
game.
Now that you have a couple
ot tips on how to make your
•G-Ood Eats
One of the most important football Saturda) more enjoythings that a football fan should able, you might want to practice
be aware of is the need for food. all that you have learned. On
Saturday afternoons at Howard Sept. 25, our Bison will comcan get extremely exhaust- pete against Savannah State
ing, so it is good to eat a full University in the first home
breakfast or lunch on that day. game of the 2004 season. Go
Whether you choose to have a Bison!
snack before the game and a
full meal after, make sure you

A Little Support Would Be Nice
COLUMN, from Sports B1
so let's rejoice.
Whoa, don't celebrate just
yet. Terrorist may not have
attacked the Olympic Games,
but there were those who, on
a smaller scale, caused other
types of Olympic havoc.
Take Irishmen Cornelius
Horan. During the men's marathon, he came from the crowd,
grabbed Brazil's Vanderlei de
Lima and held his from a gold,
literally.
The kilt-wearing Horan
shocked everyone, but what's
worst, his previous stunt could
have left him as road kill at the
British Grand Prix Formula One
in July 2003.
The next victim was 12-time
Olympic medalist and Russian
Gymnast Alexei Nemov. The
man did his thing on the high
bar. The judges, however,
weren't impressed. I don't really follow gymnastics, but their
score of 9.725 was a bit low and
they heard if from the crowd.
The Canadian judge couldn't
take it, gave into the "peer pressure' and changed his score.
Amazing what the masses can
do when they're unified against
an injustice.
The story of the games was
American Paul Hamm. The
man almost split his wig on the
judge's table and still got the
gold.
I am not understanding...
How do you fall into i21h
place with two events to go and

ent themselves. He has also move to shake the defender.
As far as any head coachstressed the importance of
make us better," Oliver said. working on the little things as ing aspirations in the future,
He also mentioned that Harper well as playing every down as if Harper is not that concerned
was going to expect a lot out of
about it. "I played this position
it is your last.
a receiving core that has five
"My rule of thumb is work- for four years at the University
sophomores who accounted for
ing on the little things. If you of Tennessee and 11 years in the
only 31 of 131 receptions last do not work on the little things, NFL. I am happy just coaching
season.
you will not be successful, n wide receivers." For the Bison,
Thus far, Harper's focal
who pose a threatening quartet
Harper said.
points have been the footwork
According to Duncan, , of running backs, the addition
of the wide receivers when they
Coach Harper has helped him of Harper to help the receivers
get off the line of scrimmage, understand how important it is is an exciting venture that starts
the technique of running preto get off the line of scrimmage a new chapter this weekend.
cise routes, and "being able to
after the ball is snapped and
make big plays when they pres- being able to make your first
HARPER, from Sports B1

still get first? It's a mind boggier
because the only logical ex'Planation is that he was a victim
of circumstance. You know, he's
an American, 9/11.. .I mean if
Bush can play the victim card to
coerce congress into giving him,
I mean the U.S. soldiers and
Iraq, billions of dollars, why
can't Hamm do it for the gold?
This is an election year and
people love those sob stories of
people who overcome incredible odds and great adversity to
come out victorious in the end.
It's just so touching ...excuse me
(sobbing).
Personally, thiswholevictim
bit is a tad played. Once Dubya
demanded athletes refrain from
celebration with the U.S. flag
because of concerns about antiAmerican backlash and hatred
toward the stars and stripes, I
was through.
By no means am I discounting the attacks in Madrid, Iraq
and other places throughout
the world, but the U.S. financial
institutions were the primary
target, not the Petronas Towers
in Kuala Lumpur or the recently
completed and newly opened
Taipei 101 Mall in Taiwan. This
is the America's war and the
American fears; the push to get
extra security and anti-terrorism personnel in Athens for the
Olympics was a U.S. initiative.
So, you'd think the U.S.
would have been the first to
assist Athens with anti-terrorism preparation for the
Olympics.

They did. With an anti-terrorism expense of $1.5 billion,
the U.S. gave a generous contribution of 400.
Oh, let me clarify, not $400
million, not even $400,000,
but 400 people American '"speci,11-forces soldiers, to aid in
Olympic protection. \Vow, the
U.S. went all out to ensure the
safety of all the athletes at the
games. But not to worry, whatever the "special-forces" solider
missed, Durex - one of the many
proud sponsors of the 2004
Olympics Games - had everyone fully covered. Who knows,
this might be a great partnership Durex and the Olyinpics,
because when you take one for
the temn, you want to always be
protected.
Better still, if MasterCard
was to sponsor the Olympic
Games this year's commercial
would have gon~ something like
this:
U.S.
built
commandand-control center equipped
with streaming video, audio
and
eavesdropping
telephoncs... $312 million
Blin1p outfitted with highresolution cameras and chemical detection systems ... $2-4
million
Getting the best security U.S. money didn't buy...
PRICELESS.
There are some things
money can't buy. For everything
else there's MasterCard. Official
card of the Olympics and the
U.S. government.

NCAA Season

Start~

With BCA

CLASSIC, from Sports B1
stiffer competition than
they are used to. It may take
some time for their returning
players and coaching staff to
become acclimated to the intricacies of facing a new conference.
Ironically, both football
programs have been making
headlines in the off-season
with the NCAA for the wrong
reasons. Virginia Tech started
the season on an extremely
sour note by suspending three
players. Back-up quarterback
Marcus Vick (the entire season), back-up running back
Mike Imoh (indefinitely), and
receiver Brendan Hill (indefinitely) were suspended after
receiving misdemeanors for
contributing to the delinquency
of minors. Vick, brother of the
Atlanta Falcon's star quarterback, was ex'Pected to receive
greater playing time this season.
Similarly, at USC there
was difficulty for receiver ~1ike
Williams as he was denied
entrance back into college
football after making himself
eligible for the NFL draft, following Willis McGahee's case.
Additionally, Trojan running
back Herschel Dennis' sexual assault case has brought
unwanted attention to the prestigious program at use.
On Saturday, however, all
attention was focused on FedEx
Field. The first half of the game
was plagued with penalties and
mistakes for both the Hokies
and Trojans: a fact that underscored the match-up being
the first of the season. The
action did not get going until
Virginia Tech's second drive. It
was promising and the Hokies
seemed to move the ball with
regularity but use linebacker,
Lofa Tatupa made a one-handed grab for an interception.
Five plays later, Heisman hopeful quarterback Matt Leinart
found tailback Reggie Bush on
a middle screen for a 35-yard
touchdown scamper.
1\velve year old Paul Flores
II, a resident of Los Angeles,
Calif. exclaimed, "Oh man,
Reggie Bush - number five! He
is exciting man!"
Hokie quarterback Bryan

RB Reggie Bush only had 27 yards rushing, but
caught 5 passes for 127 yards with 3 touchdowns.
Randall made good of the ensuing drive. Scrambling for his
life, which was often effective,
he led the Hokies to their first
points of the season- a field
goal by walk on kicker Brandon
Pace.
After a failed USC field goal
attempt, Virginia Tech had to
strike back. \Vith six minutes
and 19 seconds left in the second quarter, Randall hooked up
with receiver J osh Hyman from
12 yards out to nlake it 10-7 at
halftime.
Virginia Tech alumni Brian
Adams commented, "We got
through this first half with the
lead, it might be unexpected,
but if we can get through this
second half we will go on to
have one heck of a season."

Want to Write For the Sports Section?
Come to the Budget Meeting
Every Tuesday at 7:oo p.m. and Grab a Story.
The Hilltop Office is located in the
Howard West Plaza Towers.

However, USC was not
to be denied. Down three al
halftime, sophomore phenom
Reggie Bush and USC quarterback and Heisman hopeful Matt
Leinart connected again from
53 yards out. After the game
quarterback ?.latt Leinart commented "[Bush] adds a whole
new dimension to our offense
with bis pass catching skills out
of the backfield."
Later in the fourth quarter,
Leinart would find his friend
Reggie Bush for lhe third time.
From 29 yards out, Leinhart
deflated the hometown Ilokies.
The Trojans then added a field
goal to \vin the game 24-13, and
begin their 2004 season with a
"W.''
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UGA Illustration Upsets
African-American Students
As soon as we passed the

the University of Georgia found right to be heard. Clearly, we are
cartoon from the University of iliemselves in an uproar after a little biased because we work
Georgia's newspaper around seeing the cartoon in their paper. at a newspaper, but we defithe room, we smirked at the sad Meanwhile, the Universit) has nitely practicf' what we preach.
truth behind it. It's no secret prided itself on increasing racial Our cartoonist, Cory Thomas, is
iliat most predominately wh:ite diversity on the campus and responsible for one of the most
universities tend to showcase celebrating the fact that many entertaining aspects of our
their "star athlete" who nor- of the minorities are the first paper. Ifwe stripped him of his
mally has a charismatic name to attend college in their fami- right to creativity and humor,
like Mike J enkins or Tyrone lies. This year's incoming fresh- how bored would ilie readers
Williams.
be? Sometimes mateHe gets pats on
rial considered offenilie back and praise
sive to some is hilarious
from coaches who
or intriguing to others.
feel that winning the
Students should shift their There is no such thing as
playoffs or champibeing ioo percent politionships is his sole f OCUS to increasing minority cally correct or pleasing
responsibility. The
enrollt.·•zent.
everyone.
Newspapers
token black athlete
, '
,
are only responsible for
is seen as an ultraproviding the material
physical black buck - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -and the rest is up to you.
with little intelligence. This men class admitted 202 black
We feel that the issue should
sad concept isn't foreign to us students out of almost 5,000, go much deeper ilian an illustraat The Hilltop because we do accounting for a mere 4.5 per- tion. Students should be more
understand that discrimination cent of ilie entire population. concerned about the fact that
and stereotypes still exist. We \Ve don't question the isolation ilie cartoon holds a little too
also recognize the perpetuation of tlie black community on the much weight instead of the carof such stereotypes on campus- campus, so we can justify the toon itself. Their focus should
es with few black students. We students' complaints easily. If shift to questioning why there
are able to see the humor in the we were at the school, we could are so few African-American
cartoon by Abdullah Badaway have been offended along with faces on the campus and strive
(whoisprobablyafellow-minor- everyone else.
to make a change. If they are
ity), but we also understand the
However, here at The truly upset, we think iliey could
potential offensiveness in ilie Hilltop, we place a lot of value raise awareness or take a stand
satire.
on ilie freedom of speech. Even to increase the number of black
Here at The Hilltop, we if something could be deemed students enrolled at their unithink it is unfortunate that ilie offensive, it is still another per- versity.
.African-American students at son's opinion and they have a

Our View:

Elderly Black Voters in
Florida Badgered By Police
Florida police officers have tions approach, there are always understand that Florida is a crubeen rigorously interrogating many stori<!s of black people cial swing state in the upcoming
elderly black voters in Orlando, being pulled over, denied, and elections, and it is obvious that
in order to investigate supposed sent to the wrong precincts. We the Republican Party is already
voter raud, according to The are tired of it and we wonder plotting ways to steer blacks
Ne\\ York Times. Many of the how this seems to happen again away from the polls. Ironically,
victims in question are volun- and again.
George W. Bush has been
teers for organizations such as
Of all places to investigate actively campaigning in attempt
the Orlando League of Voters. fraud, why would the officers tar- to grab the Bible Belt, by showThis leads us to believe - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ing his face at several
that the officers are tryFlorida churches.
ing to target and intimWe see his vision
idate active black votvery clear. Go ahead
ers, particu1ar1y the old This means of intimidation is and slow down the
and defenseless.
black political activism
The officers, from
totally unethical.
and visit a church or
f1e Florida Department
two in the same state.
ot Law Enforcement
Thankfully, John Kerry
(coincidently
under
has a legal team formed
Gov. Jeb Bush), claim that the get neighborhoods largely com- for Florida that is ready to disvoter fraud incidents took place prised of African-Americans? pute any issues that may arise
in the Orlando mayoral election The officers said that the voters this election. The way things
in March.
were selected out of a random are headed right now, we think
Here at The Hilltop, we sample. It doesn't seem ran- he may have to use the legal
feel disgusted that officers have dom to us that all of the people team.
stooped this low in order to were African-American and
It is clear to us that our
frighten black voters. We are elderly. The goal was clearly leader may be feeling desperate
surprised that they didn't just to discourage them from voting enough to send cops door-totake it hack to the old intimida- sinre they were caught off guard door in order to gain Florida's
tion clays and burn a cross on with fraud accusations.
25 electoral votes. We find it
their yards. . It's crazy to think
This is noth:ing but a repeat totally unethical and disapthat the officers feel no one of the manipulation and con- pointing that dozens of Africanwould notice what's really going fusion that surrounded the Americans have suffered, all in
on. Whenever i1nportant elec- 2000 presidential election . We the name of politics.

Our View:

Modern Day Jim Crows
Suppress Black Votes
The number of African- released and start anew. Why Taking the right to vote away
Americans in prison continues doesn't our supposed democ- from convicted felons goes
to rise at a pace that is depress- racy trust that the jail system against the very democratic
ing to say the least. Several can prepare inmates to re-enter principles this country was
activist organizations have esti- the world and give them some founded upon. We feel that this
mated that 30-40 percent of of the same liberties they once is an extension of the Jim Crow
the younger generation of black enjoyed? Just like Jadakiss laws that once kept blacks away
men will loose their right to said, "Why'd they stop letting from the polls. We struggled
vote at some point in their lives, brothers get degrees in jail?" with a statistic we stumbled
from convicted felo- - - - - - - - - - - - - - upon: Over 20 percent
nies. With a critical
of the Washington, D.C.
election approachblack male population
ing, we are saddened
can't vote due to felony
Ex-felons should be able to convictions, according
at the large amount
of minorities that will
to the Statewide Poverty
not be able to par- vote after being released from Action Network.
•
ticipate. We look at
We appreciate the
prison.
our
communities,
fact that some states
that desperately miss
_ _ have certain programs
fathers,
brothers,
and initiatives to allow
cousins and love ones that have Why is it so hard for convicted convicted felons to transition
been trapped in the booming felons to get a loan or a job back into voting. We want to
jail system for years. It tends once they re-enter society? We see more Civic Participation
to look bleak for the black vote frown upon our disproportion- and Rehabilitation Acts, liberalsince n1any are in jail instead of ate and crippling position and ized restrictions on felon voting
in college.
wish that more people had the rights and attempts from the
We believe that the jail sys- opportunity to vote.
government to loosen up. While
tem should be used to reform
Here at the Hilltop, we con- we do have the concerns of the
and correct the very people and sider voting one of the most black community in mind, we
problems that put the convicts important rights any citizen believe that no American citiin jail. We feel that ex-felons could be granted, despite their zen should be denied the right
should have the opportunity past. It is a right we have long to vote.
to vote again once they are struggled for, and still we fight.

Our View:
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Voting: The New
Throwback?
BY MICHAEL ARCENEAUX

Make It
Official!
BY MAIYA NORTON
Editorials & Perspe~tivo:> Editor

I know I wasn't the only girl
with a stagnated Howard love
life and high hopes for meeting
Mr. Right smiling way too hard
watching the ~1TV Video Music
Awards on Sunday. Why? Let
me recap the scene for you. A
particularly clean Jigga strolls
up to receive his award and kisses his future n1other-in-law on
the cheek. Then right before he
leaves the podium, he belts out
a proud yet bashful "What up
B!" The camera pans to Mrs.
Knowles herself who is basking in the acknowledgement.
"AWWWWs" echoed in the halls
of the Towers immediately.
Shortly after accepting
her award Beyonce returned
the "What up Jay!" coyly with
sn1ile. I wondered to myself if
the high-profile duo felt relieved
to sit nex1: to each other showing affection for a change. It's
about time! Understandably,
they are both famous and had
to keep their relationship lowkey initially to avoid paparazzi
and rumors but I find it bizarre
that there are Jay and Beyonces
secretly hiding here on campus
(minus the limelight).
Ya'll know exactly what I
am talking about. It's the couple who thinks they're a secret
but everyone really knows what
time it is. They're exchanging
glances, giving extra short hugs,
or doing the most to seem like
their hearts don't beat rampantly when they make eye contact.
You raise eyebrows when you
see them in the DINER, holding
hands in Pentagon City and looking alarmed that they've been
spotted. Some of the couples
you would ne\'er pair together.
You peep them laughing together and enjoying thcmsel\'es
somewhere comfortably distant
from Howard, but on c< mpus
they pass each other like the} 've
never met. \Vho does that really
benefit?
It's no secret that everyone
wants to find love so why keep
your findings a secret? Why
not proudly strut on Lhe yard
with your soul nlate despite the
hating or skepticism surrounding your unity? Who cares if
people talk about you! Think of
the hopeless romantics who are
dying to be in your position. I'm
not suggesting that couples wear
matching outfits or eat candlelight dinners in the Punch Out,
just urging people to be proud
of their relationships. If all of
the couples made themselves
seen there would be too many
to count. Though the ratio may
overshadow this notion, people
could actually find t 1eir life
partners here. When you ha\'e
to try hard to hide something it
takes it.s toll on each person.
You have to question your
motives to hide your relationship. Every relationship has its
own dynamic that only the couple understands. It's one thing
to be private but it's another
to not want to be seen together. Could you be ashamed?
Cheating? Insecure? .Juggling
too many Bison tor your own
good? Either way you want to
make sure you are doing what's
best for you in the long run.
Lovers, stop thinking of relationships as "coming out," using
undercover guerilla tactics,
walking separately, pretending
and hiding (unless you think its
fun of course). Step out boldly
together and make it official.
\Vho knows you might enjoy it.

As the impending presidential election draws closer, an effort to bolster
the voting power of the hip-hop con1munity has intensified. Many influential figures of the hip-hop community,
including Russell Simmons and Sean
"P.Diddy" Combs, have used their clout
to orchestrate large voter registration
drives through organizations like the
Hip Hop Action Network and Citizen
Change, respectively.
Additionally, artists such as Mary
J Blige, :Monica, Chingy and Ashanti,
among others, have joined forces
to record tracks such as "Wake Up
Everybody," with the same goal as
Simmons and Combs - to increase vote··
turnout among young Black Americans.
While they should all be commended for giving their time and effort to such
a worthy cause, I have a few qualms \-vith
this "movement."
For one, there is an emphasis on
voter registration rather than voter education. \Vhile I agree with the notion
that voting is empowering, I feel as if it
is even more empowering if you actually
understand what's going on in the political world before you enter the voting
booth. A voter registration card is the
first step.
The second, and arguably the more
important step, is to educate you on the
candidates and the issues. Perhaps, in ·
the same way we learned to walk, we
can simply crawl and make baby steps
until we learn to stand on our own two
feet. However, as pertinent as this year's
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election is, do we really have
that kind of time? Already, it
appears that their efforts are
likely to face the same dilemma plaguing much of hiphop today: elevating image
over substance.
Voting is being made out
to be the latest trend in hiphop, and like most trends,
they die. The now infamous
"Vote or Die" campaign by
Con1bs and Citizen Change
employs the same flashy
marketing tactics Combs
uses to promote his Bad Boy
artists. Likewise, Simmons'
Hip Hop Action Network
stages concerts and summits
with a bevy of hip-hop's top
stars to bring awareness to
the cause. While their methods do garner attention, what
is going to keep us interested
in politics after the election?
\Vhat is being said about the
specific issues that affect our
community by the artists
promoting voting? So far,
nothing at all.
This brings me to another problem I have: Many
of these artists, including P.Diddy, Mary J. Blige,
Monica, and Andre 3000
have all admittedly voted
only once or never at all. Maybe it's
the cynic in me, but I find it difficult to
relate to the people stressing the importance of voting who have not practiced

Pains

BY KAMRAN SAMEE

The recent reports in The Washington Post where
there was a deal ready to be made by Najaf Leader
Muqtadas Sadr to disband the Al-Mahdi Militia after
threats by the Iraqi Government of strong intervention, was seen as potentially good political move that
Sadr had earned after showing his readiness for an
Iraqi power transfer. But it appears that Washington's
move to send US troops to resolve the affair is nothing but a ploy by Washington to disintegrate a fragile
democracy ready to spring into the New Deal of Iraqi
prosperity and peace.
Such double-dealing is such an affront to the
comity of sovereign nations that one wonders what
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what they preach.
While everyone's
heart may be in the right place, I feel
the current methodology may ultimately
do more harm than good. During the
late 1980s, hip-hop, specifically acts like

sovereign rights are left for America and other First
\\·orld Nations. Perhaps the interests of the \Vest an.
greater than their shallow call for ··respect for the Iraqi
people", saving them from the "grips of their installed
dictator", the importance of the democratic process
and the right to sovereignty of all nations without interference. Picture a man at a desk with two adjacent
craters surrounding him, held up by an intact pillar of
earth -"precision targeting." Maybe the time has come
to \-vithdraw the troops who remain miraculously stationed in Iraq until the new administration is in place
in the White House.
The political whims of ~fr. Bush seem to be trifling
reasons for continued occupation. The economy is vet}
strong and the Iraqis need a peaceful environment
to continue the surge. If it's really the respect for a
nation's sovereignty, then it's a stark contrast from the
creed "one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty
and justice for all." Meanwhile a11 these moves seem

Is this a Trend?
BY AKllKI KllZA
It was a sad day as a returning senior when I heard that

both advisers in my beloved School of Con1munications
had left their positions for greener pastures. Therefore,
this made me wonder, is this a gro\-ving trend in the School
ofC?
Two years ago as a transfer student, I had the most
horrible experience when the school was going through
another transition with other advisers who were simply
overwhelmed with the work and might not have fully
known what they were doing. Son1e of the effects I suffered
from poor advising still linger today although most of then1
were corrected.
For those who are here to remember the misery during ,
registration/advising, Ms. Blackwell and Dr. Leiba were
quickly installed, thus bringing some sanity to students.
However, this was short lived because both have left and
although the school has done a better job this time by
providing an adviser who is working her tail off to reserve
the sanity, it is still very frustrating that some of the reasons stated by the departing advisers have not yet been
resoh·ed.
For example, Blackwell said in an interview that they
couldn't handlethe workload; it was simply enormous. Well,
didn't the school think about this two years ago? I miglit be
mistaken but it seem that they thought the quick solution
two years ago would solve the school's problems but they
were wrong. If nothing is done to find several advisers, the
work will still be unreal for Ms. Gaines who is doing her
best. She is only human and she might quit too.
Something needs to be done soon because it is unfair
for the students to have the underlying fear that they might
return for a semester to find a different adviser. Change is
good, but constant change is sickening. I know that some
freshmen interviewed said that the advising/registration
period went okay, but what about those who have experienced hell on earth? Just ask yourself: If you were a parent
with an enthusiastic student who wants to join the School
of C, would you be comfortable in sending your daughter/son to an uncertain situation? It shouldn't be shocking
when we sometimes wonder why some are hesitant about
coming to Howard.
Regardless of what has happened, I'm sure that the
dean and the school are doing what they can to rectify the
situation. I'm definitely proud to be a graduating senior in
the School of C, but we need to stop the seemingly unstoppable departures of our advisers.

Public Enemy, instilled a sense of black
pride in the listener. Unfortunately, what
was then viewed as a movement is now
looked upon as a fad.

to be tied to the fact that American interests lie in
acquiring Iraqi oil fields. But tht fra} involves several
competing interests. The cat is still waiting to pounce
on the prize and this seems to be reflective in the
administration's policy. That is where these values are
swept under the rug.
America needs to hold and reflect the values that
made it strong as the modern representatives of the
Achaean League, an association of federated Greek
states that helped to form the creeds of this government. And certainly sovereignty was their major concern. So we would rather Iraq has an untainted sovereignty to develop into a regional power in the MiddlP
East. The largest company by sales revenue was none
other than Exxon-Mobi1 for 2003. Iraq's economy, as
well as the second largest reserves in the known world,
makes for some '·light" production. Perhaps we can
raid the oil fields of Russia nex't.

Calling All Poets and
Spoken Word Artists ...
Looking for a lyrical outlet?
Showcase your work in the
"Pieces of You" section of Friday's
Perspectjves!
Send original poems to
maiyanorton@yahoo.com and
share your thoughts with HU!
Send your 500-word
perspectives to:

www.thehilltoponline.com

\
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All HILLTOPICS
Are due, paid in full,
the Tuesday and Friday
before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 words and
$1 for every additional
five words.
Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or selling
are charged as local
companies with a rate
of $10 for first 20 words
and $2 for every 5 words
thereafter.

Announcements

INTERESTED
IN BEING A
PEER MENTOR
ORMENTEE?
THEN JOIN US
FOR OUR
INFORMATIONAL KICK OFF

26more
days...

Ifs ahnost that ti1ne ...
HU's BEST state club is
at it again!
The Ho\vard University
Georgia Club \vill hold
its first 1neeting,
When: Wed., Sept. 8
· ·. Ti1ne:. 8 p~n1.
Where: Blackbun1 Cen. te1;, Roo1n.'l 48 ·. ··. ·

DRYSERY CE
'

"-'

.

~

Date: Tuesday
September 14, 2004
Time: 5:00-7:00pm
Place: Blackburn Center,
Recreation Area
Mentors must be a
Ho\vard University
studen~ \vith a minimum
2.5 CPA

STUDENT LIFE
PEER MENTORS AND
PARTNERS

~

·. -

Sp ring Break 2005
1
\vith STS,
America's #1
Student Tour
Operator.
Hiring can1pus reps.
Call for group discounts. Info/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
'' \\'\v.ststravel.com

'

Co1ne see \vhy \VC \Vere
no1ninated·for
Student
..
Organization of the Year,
Sha\vty ! ! !
\V\V\v.hugeorgiaclub.9rg
"Uniting
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T4 ptices paid for
and unwanted
1'~tbooks

Taj Book Service
2 rl:) 72.2-0721 .

ext'book Savings

llealth
Professions 'Society
First General Body
Meeting
Wednesday,
September 8, 2004
5:30pn1-7:00prn
Blackburn Rt•3ding
lounge

since 1982
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